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FIG. 4: The schematic structure of the various ingredients that mediate flavor breaking within the SM.

leading contribution should go like D̄i
L

�
g±2

�ik
�
g±2

∗
�kj

Dj
L (i, k, j = 1..3) which implies, as expected that this process

is mediated at least via one loop. This would not work as well since we can always rotate the down quark fields into

the mass basis and simultaneously rotate also the up type quarks (away from their mass basis) so that g±2 ∝ 13. These

manipulations define the interaction basis which is not unique [see Eq. (28)]. Therefore, the leading flavor invariant

spurion that mediates FCNC transition would have to involve the up type Yukawa spurion as well. A naive guess

would be
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�bk

mass
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∗
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c
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V CKM

�
cb

�
V CKM

�∗
cd

�
dmass

�2
, (33)

where it is understood that (AQu)kl is evaluated in the down quark mass basis (obviously tiny corrections of order

m2
u are neglected in the above). This expression captures the right flavor structure and is correct for large class of SM

extensions. However, it is actually incorrect in the SM case. The reason is that within the SM the flavor symmetries

are badly broken by the large top quark mass [26]. The SM corresponding amplitude consist of a rather non-trivial,

non-linear function of AQu instead of the above naive expression (see e.g[29] and Refs. therein), which assumes only

the simplest polynomial dependence of the spurions. The SM amplitude for ∆md is described via a box diagram and

two out of the four power of masses are cancelled, since they appear in the propagators.

C. The SM approximate symmetry structure

In the above we have considered the most general breaking pattern. However, as we have discussed the essence

of the flavor puzzle is the large hierarchies in the quark masses, the eigen values of YU,D and their approximate
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Why 3rd generation ?

♦ Most severe hierarchy problem is induced by 3rd gen’ sector, 

which is indeed extended in most of natural NP models.  

♦ SM way to induce flavor conversion & CPV is unique.

♦ Deviation from SM predictions can be easily probed or

severe bounds on new physics (NP) obtained.
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News from the Tevatron
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Bs → ψφψφ← B̄s

Ligeti, Papucci, GP, Zupan (10).
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♦ D0 result:

Dø reports 3.2σ in dimuon asymmetry;
CDF improves ∆Γs vs.Sψφ ??
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting
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the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
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model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

fragmentation 
correlates  Bd ↔ Bs

1005.2757.

Grossman et al. 06.

�
ad
SL

�
exp
� ab

SL ⇒ as
SL ∼ ab

SL♦ Data favors NP in     :Bs
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

fragmentation 
correlates  Bd ↔ Bs

1005.2757.

Grossman et al. 06.

�
ad
SL

�
exp
� ab

SL ⇒ as
SL ∼ ab

SL♦ Data favors NP in     :Bs

♦ Assuming no direct CP => correlation with other 

observables:
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

fragmentation 
correlates  Bd ↔ Bs

1005.2757.

Grossman et al. 06.

�
ad
SL

�
exp
� ab

SL ⇒ as
SL ∼ ab

SL♦ Data favors NP in     :Bs

♦ Assuming no direct CP => correlation with other 

observables:
Ligeti et al. (06); 
Grossman et al. (09).
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

-
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

-
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♦ D0 result can be written as:

Ligeti, Papucci, GP, Zupan.

Correlation with ∆Γs vs.Sψφ

Implications of the dimuon CP asymmetry in Bd,s decays
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Recently the DØ Collaboration reported a 3.2 σ deviation from the standard model prediction in
the like-sign dimuon asymmetry. We perform a global fit to models in which new physics contributes
only to Bd,s mixing, which can now be made independent of theoretical calculation of ∆Γd,s. This
framework gives a good fit to all measurements, and is consistent with all data, including the recent
CDF result on CP violation in Bs → ψφ. Assuming the new physics interpretation, we find that (i)
the data can be described by adding similar size new physics contribution (relative to the standard
model) in the Bd and Bs systems, and (ii) the data prefer larger CP violation in the Bs than in
the Bd system. The emerging pattern can be explained by general minimal flavor violation models,
with new flavor-diagonal CP-violating phases. This observation makes it simpler to speculate about
which extensions with general flavor structure may also fit the data.

In the last decade an immense amount of measure-

ments determined that the standard model (SM) is re-

sponsible for the dominant part of flavor and CP vio-

lation in meson decays. However, in some processes,

mainly related to Bs decays, possible new physics (NP)

contributions are still poorly constrained, and motivated

NP scenarios predict sizable deviations from the SM. Re-

cently the DØ Collaboration reported a measurement of

the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry in semileptonic b
decay with improved precision [1],

ab

SL ≡
N++

b
−N−−

b

N++
b

+ N−−
b

= −(9.57±2.51±1.46)×10
−3, (1)

where N++
b

is the number of bb̄ → µ+µ+X events (and

similarly for N−−
b

). This result is 3.2σ from the quoted

SM prediction,
�
ab

SL

�SM
= (−2.3+0.5

−0.6)× 10
−4

[2]. At the

Tevatron both B0
d

and B0
s

are produced, and hence ab

SL
is a linear combination of the two asymmetries [1]

ab

SL = (0.506± 0.043) ad

SL + (0.494± 0.043) as

SL . (2)

The above result should be interpreted in conjunc-

tion with three other measurements: (i) the Bd semilep-

tonic asymmetry, dominated by the B factory measure-

ments, ad

SL = −(4.7 ± 4.6) × 10
−3

[3]; (ii) the flavor

specific asymmetry measured in the time dependence of

B0
s
→ µ+D−

s
X and its CP conjugate, as

fs = −(1.7±9.1±
1.5) × 10

−3
[4]; and (iii) the measurements of ∆Γs and

Sψφ (the CP asymmetry in the CP-even part of the ψφ
final state) [5–8]. Here ∆Γs = ΓL − ΓH , is the width

difference of the heavy and light Bs mass eigenstates. If

CP violation is negligible in the relevant tree-level decays,

then as

fs = as

SL. The SM predictions for the asymmetries

ad

SL and as

SL are negligibly small, beyond the reach of

the Tevatron experiments [9–11]. If the evidence for the

sizable dimuon charge asymmetry, Eq. (1), is confirmed

with more statistics and by other experiments, it would

unequivocally point to CP violation beyond the CKM

mechanism of the standard model.

Present experimental errors on ad

SL and as

SL seperately

are larger than the error on their combination, ab

SL. From

Eq. (1) alone it is thus not clear if the tension with the SM

is in the Bd or in the Bs system. Existing bounds from

other observables imply (see below) that new physics con-

tributions in Bd mixing with a generic weak phase cannot

exceed roughly 20% of the SM ones, while in Bs mixing

much larger NP contributions are still allowed.

We focus on interpreting the data assuming that the

above measurements are associated with new CP violat-

ing physics which contributes to Bd,s mixing, while its

contribution to CP violation in tree-level decay ampli-

tudes is negligible. Under this assumption the recent DØ

result, (1), is correlated with the Tevatron measurements

of Sψφ [12] (and ∆Γs). These measurements provide non-

trivial tests of our hypothesis.

Neglecting the SM contribution to Sψφ, the following

observables-only relation is obtained [13]:

as

SL = − |∆Γs|

∆ms

Sψφ

��
1− S2

ψφ , (3)

where ∆ms ≡ mH−mL. Since all quantities in this rela-

tion have been constrained by data, our fit below can be

done independent of the theoretical calculation of ∆Γs,

the accuracy of which can be questioned [14]. Using the

new measurement in Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), the

above relation implies

|∆Γs| � ∆ms

�
2.0 ab

SL − 1.0 ad

SL

� �
1− S2

ψφ

�
Sψφ . (4)

For simplicity we do not display the O (10%) uncertain-

ties of the two numerical factors. A global fit with all

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

-

♦ Tevatron experiments also measure:
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♦ Consistency check:

Allow for consistency check or
making indep’ ∆Γs fit (robustly bound NP)!

Ligeti, Papucci, GP, Zupan.

|∆Γs| ∼ (0.28 ± 0.15)
�

1− Sψφ/Sψφ ps−1

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

the measured values of ∆ms and ab,d
SL , we find

|∆Γs| ∼
�
(0.28 ± 0.15) ps

−1
��

1− S2
ψφ

�
Sψφ . (5)

The combined 2.8 fb
−1

CDF and DØ analysis [? ?
? ] and the one-dimensional likelihood of the recent

CDF measurement [? ] gives best fit values around

(∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that the

new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (??) is consistent with the

previous data on ∆Γs and Sψφ, which by themselves have

been in a tension of about 2σ with the SM. While the

found consistency between different measurements is not

sufficient to establish the presence of physics beyond SM,

it is a non-trivial test of the assumption that NP con-

tributes only to neutral meson mixing.

We also point out that the Belle Collaboration has re-

ported a measurement related to the width difference of

the CP eigenstates, ∆ΓCP
s ≡ Γ+ − Γ−, using data from

the Υ(5S) run [? ] ∆ΓCP
s = (0.10± 0.025± 0.031) ps

−1
.

It is extracted under the assumption that the width dif-

ference is dominated by two-body CP eigenstates, which

while being a reasonable assumption probably requires

further investigation, and hence we do not use it in

our fit. Nevertheless, in our framework ∆ΓCP
s satisfies

S2
ψφ = 1−

�
∆ΓCP

s /∆Γs

�2
, so we can check for the consis-

tency between the Tevatron and Belle measurements (up

to two-fold discrete ambiguity). Substituting the best fit

value, ∆Γs ≈ 0.2 ps
−1

, we find Sψφ ≈ 0.85 ± 0.12, which

is consistent with the Tevatron result.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd and

Bs mesons can in general be described by four real pa-

rameters, two for each of the two systems,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [? ]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = SSM
ψφ = arg[−(VtsV ∗

tb)/(VcsV ∗
cb)] = (1.04 ±

0.05)
◦

is the angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the potential NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (??)]. Thus, in order to quanti-

tatively assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs, hd from the combined fit.

using the CKMfitter package [? ] to determine simulta-

neously the NP parameters hd,s, σd,s and the parameters

ρ̄ and η̄ of the SM CKM matrix.

For all results presented here, we used the post-

Beauty2009 CKMfitter input values [? ], except for the

lattice input parameters where we use [? ], and the most

recent experimental data. In Fig. (??) we show the re-

sults of the global fit projected onto the hd − hs plane

with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and 3σ (dotted) contours.

We find that the data show evidence for disagreement

with the SM or, differently stated, the no NP hypothe-

sis, hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the JZ: check!:3.4σ
level. It is a bit stronger than the recent DØ measure-

ment due to the inclusion of the Tevatron combined ∆Γs

vs. Sψφ result. JZ: we need to change the above
Figure ?? shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits. The

best fit region is for hs ∼ 0.5 with a sizable NP phase,

σs ∼ 120
◦
. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only

3.1σ CL, since hs and hd are correlated. The analogous

plot in the hd−σd plane is shown in Fig. ??; in this case

the data is consistent with no new physics contributions

in Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q symme-

try are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness of

the masses in the first two generations and the smallness

of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or if a

hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. ?? we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

2

(0.15 ps−1, 0.64)

�
ab
SL

�
DØ

:

(Sψφ)CDF+DØ :
The recent CDF [8] and DØ [5] results give best fit values

around (∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that

the new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (1) is consistent with

the data on ∆Γs and Sψφ. This consistency is a nontriv-

ial test of the assumption that NP contributes only to

neutral meson mixing.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd,s

mesons can in general be described by four real parame-

ters, two for each neutral meson system,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [15]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = arg[−(VtsV ∗
tb)/(VcsV ∗

cb)] = (1.04 ± 0.05)
◦

is an

angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the possible NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (2)]. In order to quantitatively

assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit using

the CKMfitter package [16] to determine simultaneously

the NP parameters hd,s and σd,s, as well as the ρ̄ and η̄
parameters of the CKM matrix.

The results presented here use the post-Beauty2009

CKMfitter input values [16], except for the lattice input

parameters where we use [17], and the most recent ex-

perimental data. For Sψφ vs. ∆Γs, we use the 2.8 fb
−1

2d likelihood of DØ [5] and the 5.2 fb
−1

1d likelihood of

the recent CDF measurement [8] (the 2d likelihood is not

available). As already mentioned, neither the CDF nor

the DØ result gives a significant tension in the fit, so we

expect that a real Tevatron combination will not alter

our results by much. We emphasize that for the results

presented in this letter, we marginalize over |Γq
12| in the

range 0− 0.25 ps
−1

, finding that the DØ data prefer val-

ues for ∆Γs about 2.5 times larger than the theoretical

prediction. If instead we use the theoretical input, our

conclusions about NP do not change substantially, but

the goodness of fit is reduced significantly.

Figure 1 shows the results of the global fit projected

onto the hd − hs plane with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and

3σ (dotted) contours. We find that the data show evi-

dence for disagreement with the SM or, differently stated,

the no NP hypothesis hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the

3.3σ level. Figure 2 shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits.

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs and hd from the combined
fit. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours show 1σ, 2σ, and
3σ, respectively.

The two best fit regions are for hs ∼ 0.5 and hs ∼ 1.8
with sizable NP phases, σs ∼ 120

◦
and σs ∼ 100

◦
respec-

tively. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only 2.6σ,

since hs and hd are correlated. In the hd − σd case the

data is consistent with no new physics contributions in

Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q sym-

metry are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness

of the masses in the first two generations and the small-

ness of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or

if a hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. 1 we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

indicated by the hs = 5hd line on Fig. 1.

A particularly interesting NP scenario is to assume

SU(2)q universality (q = s, d), defined as

hb ≡ hd = hs , σb ≡ σd = σs . (8)

The relevant hb − σb plane is shown in Fig. 3. The best

fit region, near hb ∼ 0.25 and σb ∼ 120
◦
, is obtained as

a compromise between the Babar and Belle bounds in

the Bd system and the tensions in the Tevatron Bs data

with the SM predicitons. This compromise mostly arises

from the different magnitudes of hd,s: while the best fit

hd value is a few times smaller than the best fit hs value,

the best fit values of the phases σd,s are remarkably close

to each other, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Note that while

2
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♦ Consistency check:

Allow for consistency check or
making indep’ ∆Γs fit (robustly bound NP)!

Ligeti, Papucci, GP, Zupan.

♦ Clean NP interpretation: 
(∆Γs is taken from the fit → not theory involved)

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

the measured values of ∆ms and ab,d
SL , we find

|∆Γs| ∼
�
(0.28 ± 0.15) ps

−1
��

1− S2
ψφ

�
Sψφ . (5)

The combined 2.8 fb
−1

CDF and DØ analysis [? ?
? ] and the one-dimensional likelihood of the recent

CDF measurement [? ] gives best fit values around

(∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that the

new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (??) is consistent with the

previous data on ∆Γs and Sψφ, which by themselves have

been in a tension of about 2σ with the SM. While the

found consistency between different measurements is not

sufficient to establish the presence of physics beyond SM,

it is a non-trivial test of the assumption that NP con-

tributes only to neutral meson mixing.

We also point out that the Belle Collaboration has re-

ported a measurement related to the width difference of

the CP eigenstates, ∆ΓCP
s ≡ Γ+ − Γ−, using data from

the Υ(5S) run [? ] ∆ΓCP
s = (0.10± 0.025± 0.031) ps

−1
.

It is extracted under the assumption that the width dif-

ference is dominated by two-body CP eigenstates, which

while being a reasonable assumption probably requires

further investigation, and hence we do not use it in

our fit. Nevertheless, in our framework ∆ΓCP
s satisfies

S2
ψφ = 1−

�
∆ΓCP

s /∆Γs

�2
, so we can check for the consis-

tency between the Tevatron and Belle measurements (up

to two-fold discrete ambiguity). Substituting the best fit

value, ∆Γs ≈ 0.2 ps
−1

, we find Sψφ ≈ 0.85 ± 0.12, which

is consistent with the Tevatron result.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd and

Bs mesons can in general be described by four real pa-

rameters, two for each of the two systems,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [? ]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = SSM
ψφ = arg[−(VtsV ∗

tb)/(VcsV ∗
cb)] = (1.04 ±

0.05)
◦

is the angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the potential NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (??)]. Thus, in order to quanti-

tatively assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs, hd from the combined fit.

using the CKMfitter package [? ] to determine simulta-

neously the NP parameters hd,s, σd,s and the parameters

ρ̄ and η̄ of the SM CKM matrix.

For all results presented here, we used the post-

Beauty2009 CKMfitter input values [? ], except for the

lattice input parameters where we use [? ], and the most

recent experimental data. In Fig. (??) we show the re-

sults of the global fit projected onto the hd − hs plane

with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and 3σ (dotted) contours.

We find that the data show evidence for disagreement

with the SM or, differently stated, the no NP hypothe-

sis, hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the JZ: check!:3.4σ
level. It is a bit stronger than the recent DØ measure-

ment due to the inclusion of the Tevatron combined ∆Γs

vs. Sψφ result. JZ: we need to change the above
Figure ?? shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits. The

best fit region is for hs ∼ 0.5 with a sizable NP phase,

σs ∼ 120
◦
. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only

3.1σ CL, since hs and hd are correlated. The analogous

plot in the hd−σd plane is shown in Fig. ??; in this case

the data is consistent with no new physics contributions

in Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q symme-

try are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness of

the masses in the first two generations and the smallness

of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or if a

hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. ?? we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

2

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

the measured values of ∆ms and ab,d
SL , we find

|∆Γs| ∼
�
(0.28 ± 0.15) ps

−1
��

1− S2
ψφ

�
Sψφ . (5)

The combined 2.8 fb
−1

CDF and DØ analysis [? ?
? ] and the one-dimensional likelihood of the recent

CDF measurement [? ] gives best fit values around

(∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that the

new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (??) is consistent with the

previous data on ∆Γs and Sψφ, which by themselves have

been in a tension of about 2σ with the SM. While the

found consistency between different measurements is not

sufficient to establish the presence of physics beyond SM,

it is a non-trivial test of the assumption that NP con-

tributes only to neutral meson mixing.

We also point out that the Belle Collaboration has re-

ported a measurement related to the width difference of

the CP eigenstates, ∆ΓCP
s ≡ Γ+ − Γ−, using data from

the Υ(5S) run [? ] ∆ΓCP
s = (0.10± 0.025± 0.031) ps

−1
.

It is extracted under the assumption that the width dif-

ference is dominated by two-body CP eigenstates, which

while being a reasonable assumption probably requires

further investigation, and hence we do not use it in

our fit. Nevertheless, in our framework ∆ΓCP
s satisfies

S2
ψφ = 1−

�
∆ΓCP

s /∆Γs

�2
, so we can check for the consis-

tency between the Tevatron and Belle measurements (up

to two-fold discrete ambiguity). Substituting the best fit

value, ∆Γs ≈ 0.2 ps
−1

, we find Sψφ ≈ 0.85 ± 0.12, which

is consistent with the Tevatron result.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd and

Bs mesons can in general be described by four real pa-

rameters, two for each of the two systems,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [? ]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = SSM
ψφ = arg[−(VtsV ∗

tb)/(VcsV ∗
cb)] = (1.04 ±

0.05)
◦

is the angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the potential NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (??)]. Thus, in order to quanti-

tatively assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs, hd from the combined fit.

using the CKMfitter package [? ] to determine simulta-

neously the NP parameters hd,s, σd,s and the parameters

ρ̄ and η̄ of the SM CKM matrix.

For all results presented here, we used the post-

Beauty2009 CKMfitter input values [? ], except for the

lattice input parameters where we use [? ], and the most

recent experimental data. In Fig. (??) we show the re-

sults of the global fit projected onto the hd − hs plane

with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and 3σ (dotted) contours.

We find that the data show evidence for disagreement

with the SM or, differently stated, the no NP hypothe-

sis, hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the JZ: check!:3.4σ
level. It is a bit stronger than the recent DØ measure-

ment due to the inclusion of the Tevatron combined ∆Γs

vs. Sψφ result. JZ: we need to change the above
Figure ?? shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits. The

best fit region is for hs ∼ 0.5 with a sizable NP phase,

σs ∼ 120
◦
. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only

3.1σ CL, since hs and hd are correlated. The analogous

plot in the hd−σd plane is shown in Fig. ??; in this case

the data is consistent with no new physics contributions

in Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q symme-

try are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness of

the masses in the first two generations and the smallness

of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or if a

hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. ?? we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

2

|∆Γs| ∼ (0.28 ± 0.15)
�

1− Sψφ/Sψφ ps−1

uncertainties included is presented below. Substituting

the measured values of ∆ms and ab,d
SL , we find

|∆Γs| ∼
�
(0.28 ± 0.15) ps

−1
��

1− S2
ψφ

�
Sψφ . (5)

The combined 2.8 fb
−1

CDF and DØ analysis [? ?
? ] and the one-dimensional likelihood of the recent

CDF measurement [? ] gives best fit values around

(∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that the

new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (??) is consistent with the

previous data on ∆Γs and Sψφ, which by themselves have

been in a tension of about 2σ with the SM. While the

found consistency between different measurements is not

sufficient to establish the presence of physics beyond SM,

it is a non-trivial test of the assumption that NP con-

tributes only to neutral meson mixing.

We also point out that the Belle Collaboration has re-

ported a measurement related to the width difference of

the CP eigenstates, ∆ΓCP
s ≡ Γ+ − Γ−, using data from

the Υ(5S) run [? ] ∆ΓCP
s = (0.10± 0.025± 0.031) ps

−1
.

It is extracted under the assumption that the width dif-

ference is dominated by two-body CP eigenstates, which

while being a reasonable assumption probably requires

further investigation, and hence we do not use it in

our fit. Nevertheless, in our framework ∆ΓCP
s satisfies

S2
ψφ = 1−

�
∆ΓCP

s /∆Γs

�2
, so we can check for the consis-

tency between the Tevatron and Belle measurements (up

to two-fold discrete ambiguity). Substituting the best fit

value, ∆Γs ≈ 0.2 ps
−1

, we find Sψφ ≈ 0.85 ± 0.12, which

is consistent with the Tevatron result.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd and

Bs mesons can in general be described by four real pa-

rameters, two for each of the two systems,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [? ]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = SSM
ψφ = arg[−(VtsV ∗

tb)/(VcsV ∗
cb)] = (1.04 ±

0.05)
◦

is the angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the potential NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (??)]. Thus, in order to quanti-

tatively assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs, hd from the combined fit.

using the CKMfitter package [? ] to determine simulta-

neously the NP parameters hd,s, σd,s and the parameters

ρ̄ and η̄ of the SM CKM matrix.

For all results presented here, we used the post-

Beauty2009 CKMfitter input values [? ], except for the

lattice input parameters where we use [? ], and the most

recent experimental data. In Fig. (??) we show the re-

sults of the global fit projected onto the hd − hs plane

with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and 3σ (dotted) contours.

We find that the data show evidence for disagreement

with the SM or, differently stated, the no NP hypothe-

sis, hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the JZ: check!:3.4σ
level. It is a bit stronger than the recent DØ measure-

ment due to the inclusion of the Tevatron combined ∆Γs

vs. Sψφ result. JZ: we need to change the above
Figure ?? shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits. The

best fit region is for hs ∼ 0.5 with a sizable NP phase,

σs ∼ 120
◦
. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only

3.1σ CL, since hs and hd are correlated. The analogous

plot in the hd−σd plane is shown in Fig. ??; in this case

the data is consistent with no new physics contributions

in Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q symme-

try are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness of

the masses in the first two generations and the smallness

of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or if a

hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. ?? we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

2

(0.15 ps−1, 0.64)

�
ab
SL

�
DØ

:

(Sψφ)CDF+DØ :
The recent CDF [8] and DØ [5] results give best fit values

around (∆Γs, Sψφ) ∼ (±0.15 ps
−1, 0.5). This shows that

the new ab
SL measurement in Eq. (1) is consistent with

the data on ∆Γs and Sψφ. This consistency is a nontriv-

ial test of the assumption that NP contributes only to

neutral meson mixing.

New physics in the mixing amplitudes of the Bd,s

mesons can in general be described by four real parame-

ters, two for each neutral meson system,

Md,s
12 =

�
Md,s

12

�SM �
1 + hd,s e2iσd,s

�
. (6)

We denote by Mq
12 (Γq

12) the dispersive (absorptive) part

of the B0
q − B̄0

q mixing amplitude and SM superscripts

denote the SM values (for quantities not explicitly defined

here, see Ref. [15]). This modifies the SM predictions for

some observables used to constrain hq and σq as

∆mq = ∆mSM
q

��1 + hqe
2iσq

�� ,

∆Γs = ∆ΓSM
s cos

�
arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

,

Aq
SL = Im

�
Γq

12/
�
Mq,SM

12 (1 + hqe
2iσq )

��
,

SψK = sin
�
2β + arg

�
1 + hde

2iσd
��

,

Sψφ = sin
�
2βs − arg

�
1 + hse

2iσs
��

. (7)

Here βs = arg[−(VtsV ∗
tb)/(VcsV ∗

cb)] = (1.04 ± 0.05)
◦

is an

angle of a squashed unitarity triangle.

As already discussed, the new DØ measurement di-

rectly correlates the possible NP contributions in the Bd

and Bs systems [see Eq. (2)]. In order to quantitatively

assess our NP hypothesis we perform a global fit using

the CKMfitter package [16] to determine simultaneously

the NP parameters hd,s and σd,s, as well as the ρ̄ and η̄
parameters of the CKM matrix.

The results presented here use the post-Beauty2009

CKMfitter input values [16], except for the lattice input

parameters where we use [17], and the most recent ex-

perimental data. For Sψφ vs. ∆Γs, we use the 2.8 fb
−1

2d likelihood of DØ [5] and the 5.2 fb
−1

1d likelihood of

the recent CDF measurement [8] (the 2d likelihood is not

available). As already mentioned, neither the CDF nor

the DØ result gives a significant tension in the fit, so we

expect that a real Tevatron combination will not alter

our results by much. We emphasize that for the results

presented in this letter, we marginalize over |Γq
12| in the

range 0− 0.25 ps
−1

, finding that the DØ data prefer val-

ues for ∆Γs about 2.5 times larger than the theoretical

prediction. If instead we use the theoretical input, our

conclusions about NP do not change substantially, but

the goodness of fit is reduced significantly.

Figure 1 shows the results of the global fit projected

onto the hd − hs plane with 1σ (solid), 2σ (dashed), and

3σ (dotted) contours. We find that the data show evi-

dence for disagreement with the SM or, differently stated,

the no NP hypothesis hs = hd = 0 is disfavored at the

3.3σ level. Figure 2 shows the hs − σs and hd − σd fits.

FIG. 1: The allowed range of hs and hd from the combined
fit. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours show 1σ, 2σ, and
3σ, respectively.

The two best fit regions are for hs ∼ 0.5 and hs ∼ 1.8
with sizable NP phases, σs ∼ 120

◦
and σs ∼ 100

◦
respec-

tively. Here the point hs = 0 is disfavored at only 2.6σ,

since hs and hd are correlated. In the hd − σd case the

data is consistent with no new physics contributions in

Bd − B̄d mixing (hd = 0) below the 2σ level.

To interpret the pattern of the current experimental

data in terms of NP models, one should investigate if NP

models that respect the SM approximate SU(2)q sym-

metry are favored (in the SM this is due to the smallness

of the masses in the first two generations and the small-

ness of the mixing with the third generation quarks), or

if a hierarchy, such as hs � hd, is required. In Fig. 1 we

show the hd = hs line, which makes it evident that while

hd = hs is not disfavored, most of the favored parameter

space has hs > hd. Actually, a non-negligible fraction of

the allowed parameter space corresponds to hs � hd, as

indicated by the hs = 5hd line on Fig. 1.

A particularly interesting NP scenario is to assume

SU(2)q universality (q = s, d), defined as

hb ≡ hd = hs , σb ≡ σd = σs . (8)

The relevant hb − σb plane is shown in Fig. 3. The best

fit region, near hb ∼ 0.25 and σb ∼ 120
◦
, is obtained as

a compromise between the Babar and Belle bounds in

the Bd system and the tensions in the Tevatron Bs data

with the SM predicitons. This compromise mostly arises

from the different magnitudes of hd,s: while the best fit

hd value is a few times smaller than the best fit hs value,

the best fit values of the phases σd,s are remarkably close

to each other, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Note that while
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FIG. 2: The allowed ranges of hs, σs (left) and hd, σd (right) from the combined fit to all four NP parameters.

the SM limit, hb = 0, is obtained at less than 3σ CL, the

goodness of the fit is significantly degraded compared

with the non-universal case.

We now move to interpreting the above results, as-

suming that the dimuon asymmetry is indeed providing

evidence for deviation from the SM. Interestingly, with-

out restricting our discussion to a specific model, we can

still make the following general statements:

(i) The present data support the hypothesis that new

sources of CP violation are present and that they con-

tribute mainly to ∆F = 2 processes via the mixing am-

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
0

Π�4

Π�2

3Π�4

Π

hb

Σ
b

0.6827
0.9545
0.9973
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FIG. 3: The allowed hb, σb range assuming SU(2) universality.

plitude. As is well known, these processes are highly

suppressed in the SM.

(ii) The SM extensions with SU(2)q universality, where

the new contributions to Bd and Bs transition are sim-

ilar in size (relative to the SM), can accommodate the

data but are not the most preferred scenarios experi-

mentally. Universality is expected in a large class of well

motivated models with approximate SU(2)q invariance,

for instance when flavor transitions are mediated by the

third generation sector [18]. The case where the NP con-

tributions are SU(2)q universal (see Eq. (8) and Fig. 3)

is also quite generically obtained in the minimal flavor

violation (MFV) framework [19] where new diagonal CP

violating phases are present [20, 21]. In an effective the-

ory approach such a contribution may arise from the four-

quark operators O
bq
1 = b̄α

Lγµqα
L b̄

β
Lγµq

β
L, O

bq
2 = b̄α

Rqα
L b̄

β
Rq

β
L,

O
bq
3 = b̄α

Rq
β
L b̄

β
Rqα

L, suppressed by scales ΛMFV;1,2,3, re-

spectively. We find that the data require

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}

�
0.2/hb TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (1) is con-

firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note

that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is

not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in

this case requires resummation of large effective bottom

Yukawa coupling [21, 23]. In general the presence of fla-

vor diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron elec-

tric dipole moment [24]. However, this effect arises from

a different class of operators and requires a separate in-

vestigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor di-

agonal phases is that there are examples where these can

contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-

metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

3

Allowed regions in the Bs & Bd systems.
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Universal case: hd = hs , σd = σs

Viable with some tension.

FIG. 2: The allowed ranges of hs, σs (left) and hd, σd (right) from the combined fit to all four NP parameters.

the SM limit, hb = 0, is obtained at less than 3σ CL, the

goodness of the fit is significantly degraded compared

with the non-universal case.

We now move to interpreting the above results, as-

suming that the dimuon asymmetry is indeed providing

evidence for deviation from the SM. Interestingly, with-

out restricting our discussion to a specific model, we can

still make the following general statements:

(i) The present data support the hypothesis that new

sources of CP violation are present and that they con-

tribute mainly to ∆F = 2 processes via the mixing am-
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plitude. As is well known, these processes are highly

suppressed in the SM.

(ii) The SM extensions with SU(2)q universality, where

the new contributions to Bd and Bs transition are sim-

ilar in size (relative to the SM), can accommodate the

data but are not the most preferred scenarios experi-

mentally. Universality is expected in a large class of well

motivated models with approximate SU(2)q invariance,

for instance when flavor transitions are mediated by the

third generation sector [18]. The case where the NP con-

tributions are SU(2)q universal (see Eq. (8) and Fig. 3)

is also quite generically obtained in the minimal flavor

violation (MFV) framework [19] where new diagonal CP

violating phases are present [20, 21]. In an effective the-

ory approach such a contribution may arise from the four-

quark operators O
bq
1 = b̄α

Lγµqα
L b̄

β
Lγµq

β
L, O

bq
2 = b̄α

Rqα
L b̄

β
Rq

β
L,

O
bq
3 = b̄α

Rq
β
L b̄

β
Rqα

L, suppressed by scales ΛMFV;1,2,3, re-

spectively. We find that the data require

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}

�
0.2/hb TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (1) is con-

firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note

that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is

not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in

this case requires resummation of large effective bottom

Yukawa coupling [21, 23]. In general the presence of fla-

vor diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron elec-

tric dipole moment [24]. However, this effect arises from

a different class of operators and requires a separate in-

vestigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor di-

agonal phases is that there are examples where these can

contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-

metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.
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Lessons from the data, model indep’

♦ Tension with SM null prediction.

♦ SU(2)q approximate universality can accommodate data,

a limit of many models, where NP effects are via 3rd gen’.

Ex.: general MinmalFlavorViolation (GMFV): MFV+flavor diag’ phases. 
Colangelo, et al. (09); Kagan, et al. (09).

FIG. 2: The allowed ranges of hs, σs (left) and hd, σd (right) from the combined fit to all four NP parameters.

the SM limit, hb = 0, is obtained at less than 3σ CL, the

goodness of the fit is significantly degraded compared

with the non-universal case.

We now move to interpreting the above results, as-

suming that the dimuon asymmetry is indeed providing

evidence for deviation from the SM. Interestingly, with-

out restricting our discussion to a specific model, we can

still make the following general statements:

(i) The present data support the hypothesis that new

sources of CP violation are present and that they con-

tribute mainly to ∆F = 2 processes via the mixing am-
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plitude. As is well known, these processes are highly
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Lessons from the data, model indep’ #2

Surprisingly: GMFV models dominated by (=> others as well):

We find that the data requires

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (??) is con-
firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note
that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is
not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in
this case requires resummation of large effective bottom
Yukawa coupling [? ? ]. In general the presence of flavor
diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron electric
dipole moment [? ]. However, this effect arises from a
different class of operators and requires a separate inves-
tigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor diag-
onal phases is that there are examples where these can
contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-
metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, as
shown in Fig. ??, most of the allowed parameter space
prefers hs > hd. This raises the following question: What
kind of new physics can generate a large breaking of the
approximate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by
CP violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even
this case can be accounted for within the general MFV
(GMFV) framework [? ]. Consider models where oper-
ators of O4-type are the dominant one, which may be
possible due to the fact that their contributions are RGE
enhanced. An example of such an operator is

O
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Λ2
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Here Au,d ≡ Yu,dY

†
u,d and n, m, l, p are integer powers and

c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on the non-
linear MFV regime, where resummation over the third
generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up and
down Yukawas), because of the presence of large loga-
rithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the
contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa couplings
are equally important. The above set of of operator can
carry a new CPV phase and may contribute dominantly
to b→ s transition and not to b→ d transition, because
of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find that the
data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms/mb TeV = 2.9 yb TeV . (11)

Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phase, where large chi-
rality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such models
have not been studied in great detail, but possible inter-
esting examples are supersymmetric extension of the SM

1 We adopt here for simplicity a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [? ? ]
for a more rigorous treatment.

at large tan β [? ] or warped extra dimension models
with MFV structure in the bulk [? ]. We finally note
that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the Bd

system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be ac-
cessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. However, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality
violating sources in addition to the CP violating phases,
which are generically strongly constrained by observables
such as the neutron electric dipole moments and b→ sγ.
The O1 operator, however, does not directly contribute
to left-right transitions. If the new physics is invariant
under SU(2) weak interaction, it may induce top flavor
violation which may be observed at the LHC both in
∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [? ? ], and it is also
constrained by CP violation in D − D̄ mixing [? ].
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We find that the data requires

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (??) is con-
firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note
that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is
not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in
this case requires resummation of large effective bottom
Yukawa coupling [? ? ]. In general the presence of flavor
diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron electric
dipole moment [? ]. However, this effect arises from a
different class of operators and requires a separate inves-
tigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor diag-
onal phases is that there are examples where these can
contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-
metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, as
shown in Fig. ??, most of the allowed parameter space
prefers hs > hd. This raises the following question: What
kind of new physics can generate a large breaking of the
approximate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by
CP violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even
this case can be accounted for within the general MFV
(GMFV) framework [? ]. Consider models where oper-
ators of O4-type are the dominant one, which may be
possible due to the fact that their contributions are RGE
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c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on the non-
linear MFV regime, where resummation over the third
generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up and
down Yukawas), because of the presence of large loga-
rithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the
contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa couplings
are equally important. The above set of of operator can
carry a new CPV phase and may contribute dominantly
to b→ s transition and not to b→ d transition, because
of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find that the
data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms/mb TeV = 2.9 yb TeV . (11)

Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phase, where large chi-
rality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such models
have not been studied in great detail, but possible inter-
esting examples are supersymmetric extension of the SM

1 We adopt here for simplicity a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [? ? ]
for a more rigorous treatment.

at large tan β [? ] or warped extra dimension models
with MFV structure in the bulk [? ]. We finally note
that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the Bd

system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be ac-
cessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. However, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality
violating sources in addition to the CP violating phases,
which are generically strongly constrained by observables
such as the neutron electric dipole moments and b→ sγ.
The O1 operator, however, does not directly contribute
to left-right transitions. If the new physics is invariant
under SU(2) weak interaction, it may induce top flavor
violation which may be observed at the LHC both in
∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [? ? ], and it is also
constrained by CP violation in D − D̄ mixing [? ].
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which are generically strongly constrained by observables
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GMFV: LinearMFV vs NonLMFV

Kagan, GP, Volansky & Zupan (09);
2 x Gedalia, Mannelli, GP (10).
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What  defines MFV (minimal flavor violation) Pheno’?

♦ Is CPV is broken only by the Yukawa or flavor diag’ phase 

are present?
 

♦ Is the down type flavor group is broken “strongly”? 

♦ Is the up type flavor group is broken “strongly”? 
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Linear MFV vs. non-linear MFV (NLMFV)

The top Yukawa is large (possibly also bottom one) no 
justification to treat it perturbatively. 

“LO” MFV expansion valid only for 

5

YUY †
U & YDY †

D

Fields : UL(3, 1, 1, 1), DL(1,3, 1, 1), U(1, 1,3, 1), D(1, 1, 1,3)

Spurions : g2(3, 3̄, 1, 1), YU (3, 1, 3̄, 1), YD(1,3, 1, 3̄)

Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new
physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, !K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)u " U(3)d, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
u,d =

VQYu,dV
†
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale NP

models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa couplings
as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically, this means
that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q bilinears
insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(!uYU , !dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of Yu,d. In the large tan" limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of !u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): !u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of Yu,d.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): !u,d ! O(1), higher powers of Yu,d are important, and a truncated expansion in yt,b

is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan" e!ects need to be resummed (large
!d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large !u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear #-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2) " U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in Yu,dY
†
u,d, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear #-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU

and YD, given by Vtd and Vts once the weak interaction is turned on. We can then prove with complete generality that
in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ( B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ( B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 & 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
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Kagan, GP, Volansky & Zupan (09).

Large ”logs” or anomalous dim’ => �u,d = O(1)
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source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)u " U(3)d, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
u,d =

VQYu,dV
†
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale NP

models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa couplings
as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically, this means
that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q bilinears
insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(!uYU , !dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of Yu,d. In the large tan" limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of !u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): !u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of Yu,d.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): !u,d ! O(1), higher powers of Yu,d are important, and a truncated expansion in yt,b

is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan" e!ects need to be resummed (large
!d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large !u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear #-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2) " U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in Yu,dY
†
u,d, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear #-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU

and YD, given by Vtd and Vts once the weak interaction is turned on. We can then prove with complete generality that
in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ( B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ( B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 & 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
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and can induce significant new CPV in !K . Combinations of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting the
general control obtained by our formalism in order to study its model independent implications. A modification of
the formalism is needed for yb ! 1, as discussed below.

Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transformation
properties given below Eq. (4). These flavor transformations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain their
background values. The eigenvalues of the latter are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately aligned. We
therefore take YU " diag (0, 0, yt) and YD " diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top
and bottom Yukawa couplings which break it down to HSM = U(2)Q # U(2)U # U(2)D # U(1)3.

The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

Yu,d = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2Ỹu,de
!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, Ỹu,d, are

Ỹu,d =

!

"u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 # 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, u, d, are the 3 # 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

#̂ =

!

0 #
#† 0

"

, $̂i =

!

0 $i

$†i %i

"

, i = Q, u, d, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ "

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i # U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2#2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi $ HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂"i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge %1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q # U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
" = U2#2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

" = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
expansion in "u,d, #. This is a straightforward generalization of the known e!ective field theory description of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking [8]. The only di!erence in our case is that Yu,d are not aligned, as manifested by # &= 0.
Since the background field values of the relevant spurions are small, we can expand in them.

We are now in a position to write down the flavor structures of quark bilinears from which low energy flavor
observables can be constructed. We work to leading order in the spurions that break HSM, but to all orders in the
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Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i # U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2#2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi $ HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂"i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge %1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q # U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
" = U2#2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

" = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
expansion in "u,d, #. This is a straightforward generalization of the known e!ective field theory description of spon-
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Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new
physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, !K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)U " U(3)D, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
u,d =

VQYu,dV
†
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale NP

models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa couplings
as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically, this means
that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q bilinears
insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(!uYU , !dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of Yu,d. In the large tan" limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of !u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): !u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of Yu,d.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): !u,d ! O(1), higher powers of Yu,d are important, and a truncated expansion in yt,b

is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan" e!ects need to be resummed (large
!d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large !u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear #-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2) " U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in Yu,dY
†
u,d, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear #-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU

and YD, given by Vtd and Vts once the weak interaction is turned on. We can then prove with complete generality that
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in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ! B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ! B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 " 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
and can induce significant new CPV in !K . Combinations of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting the
general control obtained by our formalism in order to study its model independent implications. A modification of
the formalism is needed for yb # 1, as discussed below.

Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transformation
properties given below Eq. (4). These flavor transformations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain their
background values. The eigenvalues of the latter are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately aligned. We
therefore take YU $ diag (0, 0, yt) and YD $ diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top
and bottom Yukawa couplings which break it down to HSM = U(2)Q % U(2)U % U(2)D % U(1)3.

The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

YU,D = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2ỸU,De!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, ỸU,D, are

ỸU,D =

!

"u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 % 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, u, d, are the 3 % 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

#̂ =

!

0 #
#† 0

"

, $̂i =

!

0 $i

$†i %i

"

, i = Q, u, d, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ "

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i % U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2#2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi & HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂"i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge !1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q % U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
" = U2#2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

" = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
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Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new
physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, !K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)U " U(3)D, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
U,D =

VQYU,DV †
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale

NP models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa
couplings as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically,
this means that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q
bilinears insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(!uYU , !dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of YU,D. In the large tan" limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of !u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): !u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of YU,D.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): !u,d ! O(1), higher powers of YU,D are important, and a truncated expansion in
yt,b is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan" e!ects need to be resummed (large
!d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large !u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear #-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2)"U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in YU,DY †
U,D, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear #-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU
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in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ! B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ! B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 " 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
and can induce significant new CPV in !K . Combinations of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting the
general control obtained by our formalism in order to study its model independent implications. A modification of
the formalism is needed for yb # 1, as discussed below.

Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transformation
properties given below Eq. (4). These flavor transformations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain their
background values. The eigenvalues of the latter are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately aligned. We
therefore take YU $ diag (0, 0, yt) and YD $ diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top
and bottom Yukawa couplings which break it down to HSM = U(2)Q % U(2)U % U(2)D % U(1)3.

The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

YU,D = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2ỸU,De!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, ỸU,D, are

ỸU,D =

!

"u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 % 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, U, D, are the 3 % 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

#̂ =

!

02"2 #
#† 0

"

, $̂i =

!

02"2 $i

$†i %i

"

, i = Q, U, D, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ #

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i % U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2"2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi & HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂#i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge !1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q % U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
# = U2"2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

# = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
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Y †
DYD

YUY †
U & YDY †

D

Fields : UL(3, 1, 1, 1), DL(1,3, 1, 1), U(1, 1,3, 1), D(1, 1, 1,3)

Spurions : g2(3, 3̄, 1, 1), YU (3, 1, 3̄, 1), YD(1,3, 1, 3̄)

Also !u,d (") form appropriate bi-fundamentals (fundeamental) of HSM.
Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new

physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, #K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)U " U(3)D, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
U,D =

VQYU,DV †
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale

NP models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa
couplings as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically,
this means that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q
bilinears insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(#uYU , #dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of YU,D. In the large tan$ limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of #u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): #u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of YU,D.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): #u,d ! O(1), higher powers of YU,D are important, and a truncated expansion in
yt,b is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan$ e!ects need to be resummed (large
#d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large #u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear %-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2)"U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in YU,DY †
U,D, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear %-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU
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in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ! B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ! B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 " 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
and can induce significant new CPV in !K . Combinations of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting the
general control obtained by our formalism in order to study its model independent implications. A modification of
the formalism is needed for yb # 1, as discussed below.

Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transformation
properties given below Eq. (4). These flavor transformations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain their
background values. The eigenvalues of the latter are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately aligned. We
therefore take YU $ diag (0, 0, yt) and YD $ diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top
and bottom Yukawa couplings which break it down to HSM = U(2)Q % U(2)U % U(2)D % U(1)3.

The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

YU,D = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2ỸU,De!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, ỸU,D, are

ỸU,D =

!

"u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 % 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, U, D, are the 3 % 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

#̂ =

!

02"2 #
#† 0

"

, $̂i =

!

02"2 $i

$†i %i

"

, i = Q, U, D, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ #

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i % U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2"2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi & HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂#i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge !1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q % U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
# = U2"2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

# = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
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"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 % 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, U, D, are the 3 % 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,
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!
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"
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!
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"

, i = Q, U, D, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
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Q, Ỹ #
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†
i . (8)
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"
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Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new

physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, #K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
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Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
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theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear %-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU
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Separating small & large spurions

d-type flavor violation is obtained by shifting to d-mass basis:

7

expansion in !u,d, ". This is a straightforward generalization of the known e!ective field theory description of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking [8]. The only di!erence in our case is that YU,D are not aligned, as manifested by " != 0.
Since the background field values of the relevant spurions are small, we can expand in them.

We are now in a position to write down the flavor structures of quark bilinears from which low energy flavor
observables can be constructed. We work to leading order in the spurions that break HSM, but to all orders in the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings. Beginning with the left-left (LL) bilinears, to second order in ", !u,d one finds
(omitting gauge and Lorentz indices)

b̃Lb̃L, d̃(2)
L d̃(2)

L , d̃(2)
L !u!†

ud̃(2)
L , (12)

d̃(2)
L "b̃L, b̃L"†"b̃L, d̃(2)

L ""†d̃(2)
L . (13)

The first two bilinears in Eq. (12) are diagonal in the down-quark mass basis and do not induce flavor violation. In this
basis the Yukawa couplings take the form YU = V †

CKMdiag (mu, mc, mt), YD = diag (md, ms, mb). This corresponds to
spurions taking the background values #Q = "/2, #̂u,d = 0, !d = diag (md, ms)/mb, while flavor violation is induced
via

"† = i(Vtd, Vts), !u = V (2)†
CKM diag

!mu

mt
,
mc

mt

"

. (14)

V (2)
CKM stands for a two generation CKM matrix. In terms of $ = sin %C " 0.23, the flavor violating spurions scale as

" # ($3, $2), (!u)12 # $5. Note that the redefined down quark fields, Eqs. (10,11), coincide with the mass-eigenstate
basis, d̃L,R = dL,R, for the above choice of spurion background values.

The left-right (LR) and right-right (RR) bilinears which contribute to flavor mixing are in turn (at leading order
in ", !u,d spurions),

d̃(2)
L "b̃R, d̃(2)

L ""†!dd̃
(2)
R , b̃L"†!dd̃

(2)
R , (15)

d̃(2)
R !†

d"b̃R, d̃(2)
R !†

d""†!dd̃
(2)
R . (16)

To make contact with the more familiar MFV notation, consider down quark flavor violation from LL bilinears. We
can then expand in the Yukawa couplings,

Q̄
#

a1YuY †
u + a2(YuY †

u )2
$

Q +
#

b2 Q̄YuY †
u YdY

†
d Q + h.c.

$

+ · · · , (17)

with a1,2 = O(&2,4
u ), b2 = O(&2u&2d). Following the discussion in the Introduction, the LMFV limit corresponds to

a1 $ a2, b2, and the NLMFV limit to a1 # a2 # b2. While a1,2 are real, the third operator in Eq. (17) is not
Hermitian and b2 can be complex [9], introducing a new CP violating phase beyond the SM phase. The leading flavor
violating terms in Eq. (17) for the down quarks are

d̄i
L

#

(a1 + a2y
2
t )'t

ij + a1'
c
ij

$

dj
L +

#

b2y
2
b d̄i

L't
ibbL + h.c.

$

=

cb

!

d̃(2)
L "b̃L + h.c

"

+ ctd̃
(2)
L ""†d̃(2)

L + ccd̃
(2)
L !u!†

ud̃(2)
L , (18)

where 'k
ij = y2

kV !
kiVkj with i != j. On the RHS we have used the general parameterization in Eqs. (12,13) with

cb " (a1y2
t + a2y4

t + b2y2
b ), ct " a1y2

t + a2y4
t and cc " a1 to leading order. The contribution of the cc bilinear in flavor

changing transitions is O(1%) compared to the ct bilinear, and can be neglected in practice.
LMFV vs. NLMFV. A novel feature of NLMFV is the potential for observable CPV from right-handed currents,

to which we return below. Other important distinctions can be readily understood from Eq. (18). In NLMFV (with
large tan() the extra flavor diagonal CPV phase Im(cb) can be large, leading to observable deviations in the Bd,s%B̄d,s

mixing phases, but none in LMFV. Another example is b & s))̄ and s & d))̄ transitions. These receive contributions
only from a single operator in Eq. (18) multiplied by the neutrino currents. Thus, new contributions to B & Xs))̄,
B & K))̄ vs. KL & *0))̄, K+ & *+))̄ are correlated in LMFV (cb " ct), see e.g., [10], but are independent in
NLMFV with large tan(. O(1) e!ects in the rates would correspond to an e!ective scale "MFV # 3 TeV in the four
fermion operators, with smaller e!ects scaling like 1/"MFV due to interference with the SM contributions. Other
interesting NLMFV e!ects involving the third generation, e.g., large deviations in Br(Bd,s & µ+µ") and b & s+,
arise in the MSSM at large tan(, where resummation is required [11]. Contributions to 1 & 2 transitions which
proceed through the charm (cc) and the top (ct) are correlated within LMFV (ct " ccy2

t ), but are independent in the
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#
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with a1,2 = O(&2,4
u ), b2 = O(&2u&2d). Following the discussion in the Introduction, the LMFV limit corresponds to
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where 'k
ij = y2

kV !
kiVkj with i != j. On the RHS we have used the general parameterization in Eqs. (12,13) with
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t + a2y4
t and cc " a1 to leading order. The contribution of the cc bilinear in flavor
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LMFV vs. NLMFV. A novel feature of NLMFV is the potential for observable CPV from right-handed currents,
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(                )

Trick: flavor invariance is obtained by moding-out fields:
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in MFV: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases
in Bs ! B̄s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount of CPV in Bd ! B̄d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2 " 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
and can induce significant new CPV in !K . Combinations of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting the
general control obtained by our formalism in order to study its model independent implications. A modification of
the formalism is needed for yb # 1, as discussed below.

Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transformation
properties given below Eq. (4). These flavor transformations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain their
background values. The eigenvalues of the latter are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately aligned. We
therefore take YU $ diag (0, 0, yt) and YD $ diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top
and bottom Yukawa couplings which break it down to HSM = U(2)Q % U(2)U % U(2)D % U(1)3.

The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

YU,D = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2ỸU,De!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, ỸU,D, are

ỸU,D =

!

"u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here "u,d are 2 % 2 complex spurions, while #̂ and $̂i, i = Q, U, D, are the 3 % 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

#̂ =

!

02"2 #
#† 0

"

, $̂i =

!

02"2 $i

$†i %i

"

, i = Q, U, D, (7)

where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ #

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, $̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i % U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2"2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi & HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂#i is of the same form as $̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently $̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, # [$i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge !1 under the U(1)3, while "u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q % U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
# = U2"2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

# = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
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Y †
DYD

YUY †
U & YDY †

D

Fields : UL(3, 1, 1, 1), DL(1,3, 1, 1), U(1, 1,3, 1), D(1, 1, 1,3)

Spurions : g2(3, 3̄, 1, 1), YU (3, 1, 3̄, 1), YD(1,3, 1, 3̄)

Also !u,d (") form appropriate bi-fundamentals (fundeamental) of HSM.
Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new

physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, #K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)U " U(3)D, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
U,D =

VQYU,DV †
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale

NP models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa
couplings as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically,
this means that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q
bilinears insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(#uYU , #dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of YU,D. In the large tan$ limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of #u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): #u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of YU,D.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): #u,d ! O(1), higher powers of YU,D are important, and a truncated expansion in
yt,b is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan$ e!ects need to be resummed (large
#d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large #u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear %-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2)"U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in YU,DY †
U,D, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear %-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU
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where # and $i are two dimensional vectors. The $i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the $i have no physical significance. #, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
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ei!̂!
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i . (8)
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For Vi & HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and $̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, $̂i) by requiring that $̂#i is of the same form as $̂i,
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# = exp(i&3)b̃L. A similar
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With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
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Also !u,d (") form appropriate bi-fundamentals (fundeamental) of HSM.
Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation measurements provide very strong constraints on models of new

physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). For instance, #K constrains the scale of maximally flavor violating
NP to be >! 104 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at the LHC has
to have a highly non generic flavor structure.

The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor breaking,
even in the presence of new particles and interactions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of Minimal Flavor
Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings are also the only
source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g. in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure of the e!ective weak
hamiltonian [4]. We will not make these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences below.

A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing Yukawa
couplings the SM has an enhanced global symmetry. Focusing on the quark sector this is

GSM = U(3)Q " U(3)U " U(3)D, (3)

where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa couplings

HuQ̄LYUuR + HdQ̄LYDdR, (4)

are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matrices are promoted to spurions that transform as Y !
U,D =

VQYU,DV †
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental representations, (Q!, u!, d!) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale

NP models are then of the MFV class if they are formally invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa
couplings as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor observables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically,
this means that only certain insertions of Yukawa couplings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in Q̄Q
bilinears insertions such as Q̄(YUY †

U )nQ are allowed, while Q̄Y †
D(YUY †

U )nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor invariant operators such as Q̄f(#uYU , #dYD)Q can be expanded

in powers of YU,D. In the large tan$ limit both Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence radius is then
given by the size of #u,d. We distinguish between two limiting cases

• Linear MFV (LMFV): #u,d # 1 and the dominant flavor breaking e!ects are captured by the lowest order
polynomials of YU,D.

• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): #u,d ! O(1), higher powers of YU,D are important, and a truncated expansion in
yt,b is not possible.

Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric models in which large tan$ e!ects need to be resummed (large
#d), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale "F $ µW , where large #u,d % log(µW /"F ) are generated from sizable
anomalous dimensions in the renormalization group running [5]. Another example is warped extra dimension models
with alignment [6], in cases where right handed up-quark currents are subdominant.

In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts, and light
quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ! O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear %-model–like parametrization.
Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak gauge coupling (or mW & '), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu " U(3)Qd . The

two groups are broken down to U(2)"U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in YU,DY †
U,D, so that the low energy

theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)"U(1)]2 non-linear %-model. Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU
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NLMFV described via requiring solely HSM-invariance!
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The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa matrices.
We thus use the parameterization

YU,D = ei!̂Qe±i"̂/2ỸU,De!i!̂u,d , (5)

where the reduced Yukawa spurions, ỸU,D, are

ỸU,D =

!

!u,d 0
0 yt,b

"

. (6)

Here !u,d are 2 ! 2 complex spurions, while "̂ and #̂i, i = Q, U, D, are the 3 ! 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,

"̂ =

!

02"2 "
"† 0

"

, #̂i =

!

02"2 #i

#†i $i

"

, i = Q, U, D, (7)

where " and #i are two dimensional vectors. The #i shift under the broken generators and therefore play the role
of spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the #i have no physical significance. ", on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
e!ective theory [see Eq. (14)].

Under the flavor group the above spurions transform as,

ei!̂!

i = Vie
i!̂iU †

i , ei"̂!

= UQei"̂U †
Q, Ỹ #

i = UQỸiU
†
i . (8)

Here Ui = Ui(Vi, #̂i) are (reducible) unitary representations of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i ! U(1)3,

Ui =

!

U2"2
i 0
0 ei#3

"

, i = Q, u, d. (9)

For Vi " HSM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on the broken generators and #̂i. They form a nonlinear realization
of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq. (8) defines Ui(Vi, #̂i) by requiring that #̂#i is of the same form as #̂i,
Eq. (7). Consequently #̂i is shifted under GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as discussed below. Under
HSM, " [#i] are fundamentals of U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge #1 under the U(1)3, while !u,d are bi-fundamentals of
U(2)Q ! U(2)u,d.

As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,

ũL = e!i"̂/2e!i!̂QuL, d̃L = ei"̂/2e!i!̂QdL, (10)

ũR = e!i!̂uuR, d̃R = e!i!̂ddR. (11)

The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Concentrating here and below on the down sector we therefore

define d̃L,R = (d̃(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b̃L,R). Under flavor transformations d̃(2)

L
# = U2"2

Q d̃(2)
L and b̃L

# = exp(i%3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
expansion in !u,d, ". This is a straightforward generalization of the known e!ective field theory description of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking [8]. The only di!erence in our case is that YU,D are not aligned, as manifested by " $= 0.
Since the background field values of the relevant spurions are small, we can expand in them.

We are now in a position to write down the flavor structures of quark bilinears from which low energy flavor
observables can be constructed. We work to leading order in the spurions that break HSM, but to all orders in the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings. Beginning with the left-left (LL) bilinears, to second order in ", !u,d one finds
(omitting gauge and Lorentz indices)

b̃Lb̃L, d̃(2)
L d̃(2)

L , d̃(2)
L !u!†

ud̃(2)
L , (12)

d̃(2)
L "b̃L, b̃L"†"b̃L, d̃(2)

L ""†d̃(2)
L . (13)

The first two bilinears in Eq. (12) are diagonal in the down-quark mass basis and do not induce flavor violation. In this
basis the Yukawa couplings take the form YU = V †

CKMdiag (mu, mc, mt), YD = diag (md, ms, mb). This corresponds to
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Kaon: contributions from charm & top are decorrelated.
Hard to detect: Buras, Guadagnoli & Isidori (10),
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# = exp(i%3)b̃L. A similar
definition can be made for the up quarks.

With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full flavor group is captured by the invariance under the unbro-
ken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–invariant
expansion in !u,d, ". This is a straightforward generalization of the known e!ective field theory description of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking [8]. The only di!erence in our case is that YU,D are not aligned, as manifested by " $= 0.
Since the background field values of the relevant spurions are small, we can expand in them.

We are now in a position to write down the flavor structures of quark bilinears from which low energy flavor
observables can be constructed. We work to leading order in the spurions that break HSM, but to all orders in the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings. Beginning with the left-left (LL) bilinears, to second order in ", !u,d one finds
(omitting gauge and Lorentz indices)

b̃Lb̃L, d̃(2)
L d̃(2)

L , d̃(2)
L !u!†

ud̃(2)
L , (12)

d̃(2)
L "b̃L, b̃L"†"b̃L, d̃(2)

L ""†d̃(2)
L . (13)

The first two bilinears in Eq. (12) are diagonal in the down-quark mass basis and do not induce flavor violation. In this
basis the Yukawa couplings take the form YU = V †

CKMdiag (mu, mc, mt), YD = diag (md, ms, mb). This corresponds to

Kaon: contributions from charm & top are decorrelated.
Hard to detect: Buras, Guadagnoli & Isidori (10),

D mixing implications in following transparency.
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B  phys.:
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spurions taking the background values !Q = "/2, !̂u,d = 0, #d = diag (md, ms)/mb, while flavor violation is induced
via

"† = i(Vtd, Vts), #u = V (2)†
CKM diag

!

mu

mt
,
mc

mt

"

. (14)

V (2)
CKM stands for a two generation CKM matrix. In terms of $ = sin %C ! 0.23, the flavor violating spurions scale as

" " ($3, $2), (#u)12 " $5. Note that the redefined down quark fields, Eqs. (10,11), coincide with the mass-eigenstate
basis, d̃L,R = dL,R, for the above choice of spurion background values.

The left-right (LR) and right-right (RR) bilinears which contribute to flavor mixing are in turn (at leading order
in ", #u,d spurions),

d̃(2)
L "b̃R, d̃(2)

L ""†#dd̃
(2)
R , b̃L"†#dd̃

(2)
R , (15)

d̃(2)
R #†

d"b̃R, d̃(2)
R #†

d""†#dd̃
(2)
R . (16)

To make contact with the more familiar MFV notation, consider down quark flavor violation from LL bilinears. We
can then expand in the Yukawa couplings,

Q̄
#

a1YuY †
u + a2(YuY †

u )2
$

Q +
#

b2 Q̄YuY †
u YdY

†
d Q + h.c.

$

+ · · · , (17)

with a1,2 = O(&2,4
u ), b2 = O(&2u&2d). Following the discussion in the Introduction, the LMFV limit corresponds to

a1 # a2, b2, and the NLMFV limit to a1 " a2 " b2. While a1,2 are real, the third operator in Eq. (17) is not
Hermitian and b2 can be complex [9], introducing a new CP violating phase beyond the SM phase. The leading flavor
violating terms in Eq. (17) for the down quarks are

d̄i
L

#

(a1 + a2y
2
t )'t

ij + a1'
c
ij

$

dj
L +

#

b2y
2
b d̄i

L't
ibbL + h.c.

$

=

cb

%

d̃(2)
L "b̃L + h.c

&

+ ctd̃
(2)
L ""†d̃(2)

L + ccd̃
(2)
L #u#†

ud̃(2)
L , (18)

where 'k
ij = y2

kV !
kiVkj with i $= j. On the RHS we have used the general parameterization in Eqs. (12,13) with

cb ! (a1y2
t + a2y4

t + b2y2
b ), ct ! a1y2

t + a2y4
t and cc ! a1 to leading order. The contribution of the cc bilinear in flavor

changing transitions is O(1%) compared to the ct bilinear, and can be neglected in practice.
LMFV vs. NLMFV. A novel feature of NLMFV is the potential for observable CPV from right-handed currents,

to which we return below. Other important distinctions can be readily understood from Eq. (18). In NLMFV (with
large tan() the extra flavor diagonal CPV phase Im(cb) can be large, leading to observable deviations in the Bd,s%B̄d,s

mixing phases, but none in LMFV. Another example is b & s))̄ and s & d))̄ transitions. These receive contributions
only from a single operator in Eq. (18) multiplied by the neutrino currents. Thus, new contributions to B & Xs))̄,
B & K))̄ vs. KL & *0))̄, K+ & *+))̄ are correlated in LMFV (cb ! ct), see e.g., [10], but are independent in
NLMFV with large tan(. O(1) e!ects in the rates would correspond to an e!ective scale "MFV " 3 TeV in the four
fermion operators, with smaller e!ects scaling like 1/"MFV due to interference with the SM contributions. Other
interesting NLMFV e!ects involving the third generation, e.g., large deviations in Br(Bd,s & µ+µ") and b & s+,
arise in the MSSM at large tan(, where resummation is required [11]. Contributions to 1 & 2 transitions which
proceed through the charm (cc) and the top (ct) are correlated within LMFV (ct ! ccy2

t ), but are independent in the
NLMFV case, even for small tan(. Unfortunately, the smallness of the cc bilinear prevents tests of this correlation
in the near future, e.g., via comparison of K+ & *+))̄ and the CPV decay KL & *0))̄.

CP Violation. Assuming MFV, new CPV e!ects can be significant if and only if the UV theory contains new
flavor-diagonal CP sources. The proof is as follows. If no flavor diagonal phases are present, CPV only arises from
the CKM phase. In the exact U(2)L limit the CKM phase can be removed and the theory becomes CP invariant (at
all scales). The only spurions that break the U(2)L flavor symmetry are #u,d and ". CPV in operators linear in "
is directly proportional to the CKM phase [cf. Eq. (18)]. Any additional contributions are suppressed by at least
[#†

u#u, #†
d#d] " (ms/mb)2(mc/mt)2 sin %C " 10"9, and are therefore negligible.

Flavor diagonal weak phases in NLMFV can lead to new CPV e!ects in 3 & 1 and 3 & 2 decays. An example is
#B = 1 electromagnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators constructed from the first bilinear in Eq. (15). The
operators are not Hermitian, hence their Wilson coe$cients can contain new CPV phases. Without new phases, the
untagged direct CP asymmetry in B & Xd,s+ would essentially vanish due to the residual U(2) symmetry, as in
the SM [12], and the B & Xs+ asymmetry would be less than a percent. However, in the NLMFV limit (large yb),
non-vanishing phases can yield significant CPV in untagged and B & Xs+ decays, and the new CPV in B & Xs+

& possibly (Bs only) from
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Generically, CPV in Bs bounds on in Bd  system .
(without light RH currents they are fully correlated)

 B: RH currents are non-Hermitians allows for new CPV.
(SUSY: Colangelo et. al., 0807.0801[ph])

Kaon: contributions from charm & top are decorrelated.
Hard to detect: Buras, Guadagnoli & Isidori (10),

D mixing implications in following transparency.
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♦ Comparable NP contributions from strange & bottom (unlike SM)

first in the near future, while the second is masked by long distance contributions at the level
of a few percents [110]. Nevertheless, the ability to discriminate between these two cases is of
high theoretical importance, since it yields information about short distance physics (such as
the mediation scale of supersymmetry breaking via the Logs’ size or anomalous dimensions)
well beyond the direct reach of near future experiments.

6.2 Large bottom Yukawa

The effects of a large effective bottom Yukawa usually appear in two Higgs doublet models (such
as supersymmetry), but they can also be found in other NP frameworks without an extended
Higgs sector, where xDyb is of order one due to a large value of xD. In any case, we can still
assume that the Yukawa couplings are the only irreducible breaking sources of the flavor group.

For concreteness, we analyze the case of a two Higgs doublet model, which is described
by the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) (focusing only on the quark sector) with independent HU and
HD. This Lagrangian is invariant under an extra U(1) symmetry with respect to the one Higgs
case – a symmetry under which the only charged fields are D (charge +1) and HD (charge −1).
This symmetry, denoted U(1)PQ, prevents tree level FCNCs, and implies that YU,D are the
only sources of flavor breaking appearing in the Yukawa interaction (similar to the one Higgs
doublet scenario). By assumption, this also holds for all the low energy effective operators. This
is sufficient to ensure that flavor mixing is still governed by the CKM matrix, and naturally
guarantees a good agreement with present data in the ∆F = 2 sector. However, the extra
symmetry of the Yukawa interaction allows us to change the overall normalization of Y

U,D with
interesting phenomenological consequences in specific rare modes.

The normalization of the Yukawa couplings is controlled by the ratio of the vacuum expec-
tation values of the two Higgs fields, or by the parameter

tan β = �HU�/�HD� . (106)

For tan β � 1, the smallness of the b quark (and τ lepton) mass can be attributed to the
smallness of 1/ tan β, rather than to the corresponding Yukawa coupling. As a result, for
tan β � 1 we cannot anymore neglect the down type Yukawa coupling. Moreover, the U(1)PQ

symmetry cannot be exact – it has to be broken at least in the scalar potential in order to
avoid the presence of a massless pseudoscalar Higgs. Even if the breaking of U(1)PQ and GSM

are decoupled, the presence of U(1)PQ breaking sources can have important implications on the
structure of the Yukawa interaction, especially if tan β is large [37, 111, 112, 113].

Since the b quark Yukawa coupling becomes O(1), the large tan β regime is particularly
interesting for helicity-suppressed observables in B physics. One of the clearest phenomeno-
logical consequences is a suppression (typically in the 10 − 50% range) of the B → �ν decay
rate with respect to its SM expectation [114, 115, 116]. Potentially measurable effects in the
10 − 30% range are expected also in B → Xsγ [117, 118, 119] and ∆MBs [120, 121]. Given
the present measurements of B → �ν, B → Xsγ and ∆MBs , none of these effects seems to be
favored by data. However, present errors are still sizable compared to the estimated NP effects.

The most striking signature could arise from the rare decays Bs,d → �+�−, whose rates could
be enhanced over the SM expectations by more than one order of magnitude [122, 123, 124].
An enhancement of both Bs → �+�− and Bd → �+�− respecting the MFV relation Γ(Bs →
�+�−)/Γ(Bd → �+�−) ≈ |V CKM

ts /V
CKM
td |2 would be an unambiguous signature of MFV at large

tan β [109].
Dramatic effects are also possible in the up sector. The leading contribution of the LL

operator to D −D mixing is given by
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for tan β ∼ mt/mb, where rGMFV accounts for the necessary resummation of the down Yukawa,

and is expected to be an order one number. In such a case, the simple relation between the

contribution from the strange and bottom quarks does not apply [40]. We thus have

ζ1 = e2iγ
+ 2rsbe
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sb ∼ 1.7i + rGMFV [2.4i− 1− 0.7 rGMFV (1 + i)] ,
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where γ ≈ 67
o

is the relevant phase of the unitarity triangle. We thus learn that MFV models

with two Higgs doublets can contribute to D − D mixing up to O(0.1) for very large tan β,

assuming a TeV NP scale. Moreover, the CPV part of these contributions is not suppressed

compared to the CP conserving part, and can provide a measurable signal. In Fig. 9 we show in

pink (yellow) the range predicted by the LMFV (GMFV) class of models. The GMFV yellow

band is obtained by scanning the range rGMFV ∈ (−1, +1) (but keeping the magnitude of Ccu
1

fixed for simplicity).

Sizeable contributions to top FCNC can also emerge for large tan β. For a MFV scale

of ∼ 1 TeV, this can lead to Br(t → cX) ∼ O(10
−5

) [40], which may be within the reach of

the LHC.

6.3 General MFV

The breaking of the GSM
flavor group and the breaking of the discrete CP symmetry are not

necessarily related, and we can add flavor diagonal CPV phases to generic MFV models [60,

61, 125]. Because of the experimental constraints on electric dipole moments (EDMs), which

are generally sensitive to such flavor diagonal phases [61], in this more general case the bounds

on the NP scale are substantially higher with respect to the “minimal” case, where the Yukawa

couplings are assumed to be the only breaking sources of both symmetries [37].

If tan β is large, the inclusion of flavor diagonal phases has interesting effects also in flavor

changing processes [126, 127, 128]. The main consequences, derived in a model independent

manner, can be summarized as follows [40]: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal

CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases in Bs − Bs mixing provide an upper

bound on the amount of CPV in Bd −Bd mixing; (iii) if operators containing RH light quarks

are subdominant, then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in 2 → 1

transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and

Bd systems, and can induce significant new CPV in �K .

We now analyze in detail this general MFV case, where both top and bottom effective

Yukawas are large and flavor diagonal phases are present, to prove the above conclusions. We

emphasize the differences between the LMFV case and the non-linear MFV (NLMFV) one.

It is shown below that even in the general scenario, there is a systematic expansion in small

quantities, V CKM
td , V CKM

ts , and light quark masses, while resumming in yt and yb. This is achieved

via a parametrization borrowed from non-linear σ-models
18

. Namely, in the limit of vanishing

weak gauge coupling (or mW → ∞), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu × U(3)Qd , as discussed in

Sec. 3. The two groups are broken down to U(2)×U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in

AQu,Qd , so that the low energy theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)×U(1)]
2

non-linear σ-model.

Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU and YD, given by V CKM
td and V CKM

ts , once

the weak interaction is turned on. It should be stressed that while below we implicitly assume

a two Higgs doublet model to allow for a large bottom Yukawa coupling, this assumption is not

necessary, and the analysis is essentially model independent.

As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top and

bottom Yukawa couplings. Yet here we also assume that the relevant off-diagonal elements of

18Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [129].
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♦ Comparable NP contributions from strange & bottom (unlike SM)

first in the near future, while the second is masked by long distance contributions at the level
of a few percents [110]. Nevertheless, the ability to discriminate between these two cases is of
high theoretical importance, since it yields information about short distance physics (such as
the mediation scale of supersymmetry breaking via the Logs’ size or anomalous dimensions)
well beyond the direct reach of near future experiments.

6.2 Large bottom Yukawa

The effects of a large effective bottom Yukawa usually appear in two Higgs doublet models (such
as supersymmetry), but they can also be found in other NP frameworks without an extended
Higgs sector, where xDyb is of order one due to a large value of xD. In any case, we can still
assume that the Yukawa couplings are the only irreducible breaking sources of the flavor group.

For concreteness, we analyze the case of a two Higgs doublet model, which is described
by the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) (focusing only on the quark sector) with independent HU and
HD. This Lagrangian is invariant under an extra U(1) symmetry with respect to the one Higgs
case – a symmetry under which the only charged fields are D (charge +1) and HD (charge −1).
This symmetry, denoted U(1)PQ, prevents tree level FCNCs, and implies that YU,D are the
only sources of flavor breaking appearing in the Yukawa interaction (similar to the one Higgs
doublet scenario). By assumption, this also holds for all the low energy effective operators. This
is sufficient to ensure that flavor mixing is still governed by the CKM matrix, and naturally
guarantees a good agreement with present data in the ∆F = 2 sector. However, the extra
symmetry of the Yukawa interaction allows us to change the overall normalization of Y

U,D with
interesting phenomenological consequences in specific rare modes.

The normalization of the Yukawa couplings is controlled by the ratio of the vacuum expec-
tation values of the two Higgs fields, or by the parameter

tan β = �HU�/�HD� . (106)

For tan β � 1, the smallness of the b quark (and τ lepton) mass can be attributed to the
smallness of 1/ tan β, rather than to the corresponding Yukawa coupling. As a result, for
tan β � 1 we cannot anymore neglect the down type Yukawa coupling. Moreover, the U(1)PQ

symmetry cannot be exact – it has to be broken at least in the scalar potential in order to
avoid the presence of a massless pseudoscalar Higgs. Even if the breaking of U(1)PQ and GSM

are decoupled, the presence of U(1)PQ breaking sources can have important implications on the
structure of the Yukawa interaction, especially if tan β is large [37, 111, 112, 113].

Since the b quark Yukawa coupling becomes O(1), the large tan β regime is particularly
interesting for helicity-suppressed observables in B physics. One of the clearest phenomeno-
logical consequences is a suppression (typically in the 10 − 50% range) of the B → �ν decay
rate with respect to its SM expectation [114, 115, 116]. Potentially measurable effects in the
10 − 30% range are expected also in B → Xsγ [117, 118, 119] and ∆MBs [120, 121]. Given
the present measurements of B → �ν, B → Xsγ and ∆MBs , none of these effects seems to be
favored by data. However, present errors are still sizable compared to the estimated NP effects.

The most striking signature could arise from the rare decays Bs,d → �+�−, whose rates could
be enhanced over the SM expectations by more than one order of magnitude [122, 123, 124].
An enhancement of both Bs → �+�− and Bd → �+�− respecting the MFV relation Γ(Bs →
�+�−)/Γ(Bd → �+�−) ≈ |V CKM

ts /V
CKM
td |2 would be an unambiguous signature of MFV at large

tan β [109].
Dramatic effects are also possible in the up sector. The leading contribution of the LL

operator to D −D mixing is given by
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for tan β ∼ mt/mb, where rGMFV accounts for the necessary resummation of the down Yukawa,

and is expected to be an order one number. In such a case, the simple relation between the

contribution from the strange and bottom quarks does not apply [40]. We thus have

ζ1 = e2iγ
+ 2rsbe
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where γ ≈ 67
o

is the relevant phase of the unitarity triangle. We thus learn that MFV models

with two Higgs doublets can contribute to D − D mixing up to O(0.1) for very large tan β,

assuming a TeV NP scale. Moreover, the CPV part of these contributions is not suppressed

compared to the CP conserving part, and can provide a measurable signal. In Fig. 9 we show in

pink (yellow) the range predicted by the LMFV (GMFV) class of models. The GMFV yellow

band is obtained by scanning the range rGMFV ∈ (−1, +1) (but keeping the magnitude of Ccu
1

fixed for simplicity).

Sizeable contributions to top FCNC can also emerge for large tan β. For a MFV scale

of ∼ 1 TeV, this can lead to Br(t → cX) ∼ O(10
−5

) [40], which may be within the reach of

the LHC.

6.3 General MFV

The breaking of the GSM
flavor group and the breaking of the discrete CP symmetry are not

necessarily related, and we can add flavor diagonal CPV phases to generic MFV models [60,

61, 125]. Because of the experimental constraints on electric dipole moments (EDMs), which

are generally sensitive to such flavor diagonal phases [61], in this more general case the bounds

on the NP scale are substantially higher with respect to the “minimal” case, where the Yukawa

couplings are assumed to be the only breaking sources of both symmetries [37].

If tan β is large, the inclusion of flavor diagonal phases has interesting effects also in flavor

changing processes [126, 127, 128]. The main consequences, derived in a model independent

manner, can be summarized as follows [40]: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal

CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases in Bs − Bs mixing provide an upper

bound on the amount of CPV in Bd −Bd mixing; (iii) if operators containing RH light quarks

are subdominant, then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in 2 → 1

transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and

Bd systems, and can induce significant new CPV in �K .

We now analyze in detail this general MFV case, where both top and bottom effective

Yukawas are large and flavor diagonal phases are present, to prove the above conclusions. We

emphasize the differences between the LMFV case and the non-linear MFV (NLMFV) one.

It is shown below that even in the general scenario, there is a systematic expansion in small

quantities, V CKM
td , V CKM

ts , and light quark masses, while resumming in yt and yb. This is achieved

via a parametrization borrowed from non-linear σ-models
18

. Namely, in the limit of vanishing

weak gauge coupling (or mW → ∞), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu × U(3)Qd , as discussed in

Sec. 3. The two groups are broken down to U(2)×U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in

AQu,Qd , so that the low energy theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)×U(1)]
2

non-linear σ-model.

Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU and YD, given by V CKM
td and V CKM

ts , once

the weak interaction is turned on. It should be stressed that while below we implicitly assume

a two Higgs doublet model to allow for a large bottom Yukawa coupling, this assumption is not

necessary, and the analysis is essentially model independent.

As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top and

bottom Yukawa couplings. Yet here we also assume that the relevant off-diagonal elements of

18Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [129].
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♦ Comparable NP contributions from strange & bottom (unlike SM)

first in the near future, while the second is masked by long distance contributions at the level
of a few percents [110]. Nevertheless, the ability to discriminate between these two cases is of
high theoretical importance, since it yields information about short distance physics (such as
the mediation scale of supersymmetry breaking via the Logs’ size or anomalous dimensions)
well beyond the direct reach of near future experiments.

6.2 Large bottom Yukawa

The effects of a large effective bottom Yukawa usually appear in two Higgs doublet models (such
as supersymmetry), but they can also be found in other NP frameworks without an extended
Higgs sector, where xDyb is of order one due to a large value of xD. In any case, we can still
assume that the Yukawa couplings are the only irreducible breaking sources of the flavor group.

For concreteness, we analyze the case of a two Higgs doublet model, which is described
by the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) (focusing only on the quark sector) with independent HU and
HD. This Lagrangian is invariant under an extra U(1) symmetry with respect to the one Higgs
case – a symmetry under which the only charged fields are D (charge +1) and HD (charge −1).
This symmetry, denoted U(1)PQ, prevents tree level FCNCs, and implies that YU,D are the
only sources of flavor breaking appearing in the Yukawa interaction (similar to the one Higgs
doublet scenario). By assumption, this also holds for all the low energy effective operators. This
is sufficient to ensure that flavor mixing is still governed by the CKM matrix, and naturally
guarantees a good agreement with present data in the ∆F = 2 sector. However, the extra
symmetry of the Yukawa interaction allows us to change the overall normalization of Y

U,D with
interesting phenomenological consequences in specific rare modes.

The normalization of the Yukawa couplings is controlled by the ratio of the vacuum expec-
tation values of the two Higgs fields, or by the parameter

tan β = �HU�/�HD� . (106)

For tan β � 1, the smallness of the b quark (and τ lepton) mass can be attributed to the
smallness of 1/ tan β, rather than to the corresponding Yukawa coupling. As a result, for
tan β � 1 we cannot anymore neglect the down type Yukawa coupling. Moreover, the U(1)PQ

symmetry cannot be exact – it has to be broken at least in the scalar potential in order to
avoid the presence of a massless pseudoscalar Higgs. Even if the breaking of U(1)PQ and GSM

are decoupled, the presence of U(1)PQ breaking sources can have important implications on the
structure of the Yukawa interaction, especially if tan β is large [37, 111, 112, 113].

Since the b quark Yukawa coupling becomes O(1), the large tan β regime is particularly
interesting for helicity-suppressed observables in B physics. One of the clearest phenomeno-
logical consequences is a suppression (typically in the 10 − 50% range) of the B → �ν decay
rate with respect to its SM expectation [114, 115, 116]. Potentially measurable effects in the
10 − 30% range are expected also in B → Xsγ [117, 118, 119] and ∆MBs [120, 121]. Given
the present measurements of B → �ν, B → Xsγ and ∆MBs , none of these effects seems to be
favored by data. However, present errors are still sizable compared to the estimated NP effects.

The most striking signature could arise from the rare decays Bs,d → �+�−, whose rates could
be enhanced over the SM expectations by more than one order of magnitude [122, 123, 124].
An enhancement of both Bs → �+�− and Bd → �+�− respecting the MFV relation Γ(Bs →
�+�−)/Γ(Bd → �+�−) ≈ |V CKM

ts /V
CKM
td |2 would be an unambiguous signature of MFV at large

tan β [109].
Dramatic effects are also possible in the up sector. The leading contribution of the LL

operator to D −D mixing is given by
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for tan β ∼ mt/mb, where rGMFV accounts for the necessary resummation of the down Yukawa,

and is expected to be an order one number. In such a case, the simple relation between the

contribution from the strange and bottom quarks does not apply [40]. We thus have
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where γ ≈ 67
o

is the relevant phase of the unitarity triangle. We thus learn that MFV models

with two Higgs doublets can contribute to D − D mixing up to O(0.1) for very large tan β,

assuming a TeV NP scale. Moreover, the CPV part of these contributions is not suppressed

compared to the CP conserving part, and can provide a measurable signal. In Fig. 9 we show in

pink (yellow) the range predicted by the LMFV (GMFV) class of models. The GMFV yellow

band is obtained by scanning the range rGMFV ∈ (−1, +1) (but keeping the magnitude of Ccu
1

fixed for simplicity).

Sizeable contributions to top FCNC can also emerge for large tan β. For a MFV scale

of ∼ 1 TeV, this can lead to Br(t → cX) ∼ O(10
−5

) [40], which may be within the reach of

the LHC.

6.3 General MFV

The breaking of the GSM
flavor group and the breaking of the discrete CP symmetry are not

necessarily related, and we can add flavor diagonal CPV phases to generic MFV models [60,

61, 125]. Because of the experimental constraints on electric dipole moments (EDMs), which

are generally sensitive to such flavor diagonal phases [61], in this more general case the bounds

on the NP scale are substantially higher with respect to the “minimal” case, where the Yukawa

couplings are assumed to be the only breaking sources of both symmetries [37].

If tan β is large, the inclusion of flavor diagonal phases has interesting effects also in flavor

changing processes [126, 127, 128]. The main consequences, derived in a model independent

manner, can be summarized as follows [40]: (i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal

CPV sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases in Bs − Bs mixing provide an upper

bound on the amount of CPV in Bd −Bd mixing; (iii) if operators containing RH light quarks

are subdominant, then the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in 2 → 1

transitions. Conversely, these operators can break the correlation between CPV in the Bs and

Bd systems, and can induce significant new CPV in �K .

We now analyze in detail this general MFV case, where both top and bottom effective

Yukawas are large and flavor diagonal phases are present, to prove the above conclusions. We

emphasize the differences between the LMFV case and the non-linear MFV (NLMFV) one.

It is shown below that even in the general scenario, there is a systematic expansion in small

quantities, V CKM
td , V CKM

ts , and light quark masses, while resumming in yt and yb. This is achieved

via a parametrization borrowed from non-linear σ-models
18

. Namely, in the limit of vanishing

weak gauge coupling (or mW → ∞), U(3)Q is enhanced to U(3)Qu × U(3)Qd , as discussed in

Sec. 3. The two groups are broken down to U(2)×U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in

AQu,Qd , so that the low energy theory is described by a [U(3)/U(2)×U(1)]
2

non-linear σ-model.

Flavor violation arises due to the misalignment of YU and YD, given by V CKM
td and V CKM

ts , once

the weak interaction is turned on. It should be stressed that while below we implicitly assume

a two Higgs doublet model to allow for a large bottom Yukawa coupling, this assumption is not

necessary, and the analysis is essentially model independent.

As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the breaking of the flavor group is dominated by the top and

bottom Yukawa couplings. Yet here we also assume that the relevant off-diagonal elements of

18Another non-linear parameterization of MFV was presented in [129].
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♦ Even in 2-gen’ case (with flavor diag’ CPV) one gets MFV-CPV:
Gedalia, et. al (09).

♦ The SM basic vectors:

Define a covariant CPV direction Ĵ ∝ [Au,Ad]
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Emergence of 3rd gen’ CPV in covariant formalism (MFV)

♦ Even in 2-gen’ case (with flavor diag’ CPV) one gets MFV-CPV:
Gedalia, et. al (09).

♦ The SM basic vectors:

                    The 2-gen’ “Jarlskog”:

Note that - Au,d · Ĵ = 0 ⇔ no CPV within SM. (2-gen’)

Define a covariant CPV direction Ĵ ∝ [Au,Ad]

If XNP ∝ [Au,Ad]⇒ new CPV (GMFV)!
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Underlying physics of GMFV & hs � hs?

We find that the data requires

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (??) is con-
firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note
that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is
not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in
this case requires resummation of large effective bottom
Yukawa coupling [? ? ]. In general the presence of flavor
diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron electric
dipole moment [? ]. However, this effect arises from a
different class of operators and requires a separate inves-
tigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor diag-
onal phases is that there are examples where these can
contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-
metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, as
shown in Fig. ??, most of the allowed parameter space
prefers hs > hd. This raises the following question: What
kind of new physics can generate a large breaking of the
approximate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by
CP violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even
this case can be accounted for within the general MFV
(GMFV) framework [? ]. Consider models where oper-
ators of O4-type are the dominant one, which may be
possible due to the fact that their contributions are RGE
enhanced. An example of such an operator is

O
NL
4 =

c

Λ2
MFV;4

�
Q̄3(Am

d A
n
uYd)3idi

��
d̄3(Y †

d A
l,†
d A

p,†
u )3iQi

�
.

(10)
Here Au,d ≡ Yu,dY

†
u,d and n, m, l, p are integer powers and

c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on the non-
linear MFV regime, where resummation over the third
generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up and
down Yukawas), because of the presence of large loga-
rithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the
contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa couplings
are equally important. The above set of of operator can
carry a new CPV phase and may contribute dominantly
to b→ s transition and not to b→ d transition, because
of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find that the
data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms/mb TeV = 2.9 yb TeV . (11)

Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phase, where large chi-
rality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such models
have not been studied in great detail, but possible inter-
esting examples are supersymmetric extension of the SM

1 We adopt here for simplicity a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [? ? ]
for a more rigorous treatment.

at large tan β [? ] or warped extra dimension models
with MFV structure in the bulk [? ]. We finally note
that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the Bd

system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be ac-
cessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. However, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality
violating sources in addition to the CP violating phases,
which are generically strongly constrained by observables
such as the neutron electric dipole moments and b→ sγ.
The O1 operator, however, does not directly contribute
to left-right transitions. If the new physics is invariant
under SU(2) weak interaction, it may induce top flavor
violation which may be observed at the LHC both in
∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [? ? ], and it is also
constrained by CP violation in D − D̄ mixing [? ].
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(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, Fig. 1
shows that most of the allowed parameter space prefers
hs > hd. This raises the following question: What kind of
new physics can generate a large breaking of the approx-
imate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by CP
violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even this
case can be accounted for by the general MFV (GMFV)
framework [21]. Consider models where operators of O4-
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and c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on
the nonlinear MFV regime, where resummation over the
third generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up
and down Yukawas), because of the presence of large log-
arithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently,
the contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa cou-
plings are equally important. The above set of operators
can carry a new CPV phase and may contribute domi-
nantly to b → s transition and not to b → d transition,
because of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find
that the data requires
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Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phases, where large
chirality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such
models have not been studied in great detail, but possi-
ble interesting examples are supersymmetric extensions
of the SM at large tan β [25] or warped extra dimension
models with MFV structure in the bulk [26]. We finally
note that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the
Bd system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be
accessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. Several conditions need to be met, though. For in-
stance, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality violat-
ing sources in addition to the CP violating phases, which
are generically strongly constrained by neutron electric

1 For simplicity we adopt here a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [21, 23]
for a more rigorous treatment.

dipole moment and b→ sγ. Contributions to the O1 op-
erator from SU(2)W invariant new physics, on the other
hand, are constrained by CP violation in D− D̄ mixing.
They may also induce top flavor violation observable at
the LHC both in ∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [27, 28].
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Underlying physics of GMFV & hs � hs?

We find that the data requires

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (??) is con-
firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note
that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is
not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in
this case requires resummation of large effective bottom
Yukawa coupling [? ? ]. In general the presence of flavor
diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron electric
dipole moment [? ]. However, this effect arises from a
different class of operators and requires a separate inves-
tigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor diag-
onal phases is that there are examples where these can
contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-
metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, as
shown in Fig. ??, most of the allowed parameter space
prefers hs > hd. This raises the following question: What
kind of new physics can generate a large breaking of the
approximate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by
CP violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even
this case can be accounted for within the general MFV
(GMFV) framework [? ]. Consider models where oper-
ators of O4-type are the dominant one, which may be
possible due to the fact that their contributions are RGE
enhanced. An example of such an operator is
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Here Au,d ≡ Yu,dY
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u,d and n, m, l, p are integer powers and

c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on the non-
linear MFV regime, where resummation over the third
generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up and
down Yukawas), because of the presence of large loga-
rithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the
contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa couplings
are equally important. The above set of of operator can
carry a new CPV phase and may contribute dominantly
to b→ s transition and not to b→ d transition, because
of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find that the
data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms/mb TeV = 2.9 yb TeV . (11)

Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phase, where large chi-
rality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such models
have not been studied in great detail, but possible inter-
esting examples are supersymmetric extension of the SM

1 We adopt here for simplicity a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [? ? ]
for a more rigorous treatment.

at large tan β [? ] or warped extra dimension models
with MFV structure in the bulk [? ]. We finally note
that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the Bd

system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be ac-
cessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. However, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality
violating sources in addition to the CP violating phases,
which are generically strongly constrained by observables
such as the neutron electric dipole moments and b→ sγ.
The O1 operator, however, does not directly contribute
to left-right transitions. If the new physics is invariant
under SU(2) weak interaction, it may induce top flavor
violation which may be observed at the LHC both in
∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [? ? ], and it is also
constrained by CP violation in D − D̄ mixing [? ].
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(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, Fig. 1
shows that most of the allowed parameter space prefers
hs > hd. This raises the following question: What kind of
new physics can generate a large breaking of the approx-
imate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by CP
violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even this
case can be accounted for by the general MFV (GMFV)
framework [21]. Consider models where operators of O4-
type (as defined in [22]) are the dominant ones, which
may be possible due to the fact that their contributions
are RGE enhanced. An example of such an operator
is (similar operators of O5-type are typically suppressed
compared to the O4-type ones)
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and c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on
the nonlinear MFV regime, where resummation over the
third generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up
and down Yukawas), because of the presence of large log-
arithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently,
the contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa cou-
plings are equally important. The above set of operators
can carry a new CPV phase and may contribute domi-
nantly to b → s transition and not to b → d transition,
because of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find
that the data requires
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Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phases, where large
chirality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such
models have not been studied in great detail, but possi-
ble interesting examples are supersymmetric extensions
of the SM at large tan β [25] or warped extra dimension
models with MFV structure in the bulk [26]. We finally
note that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the
Bd system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be
accessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. Several conditions need to be met, though. For in-
stance, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality violat-
ing sources in addition to the CP violating phases, which
are generically strongly constrained by neutron electric

1 For simplicity we adopt here a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [21, 23]
for a more rigorous treatment.

dipole moment and b→ sγ. Contributions to the O1 op-
erator from SU(2)W invariant new physics, on the other
hand, are constrained by CP violation in D− D̄ mixing.
They may also induce top flavor violation observable at
the LHC both in ∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [27, 28].
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Underlying physics of GMFV & hs � hs?

We find that the data requires

ΛMFV;1,2,3
>∼ {8.8, 13 yb, 6.8 yb}TeV . (9)

If the central value of the measurement in Eq. (??) is con-
firmed, this inequality would become an equality. Note
that the suppression from the bottom Yukawa, yb, is
not taken into account in ΛMFV;1, since CP violation in
this case requires resummation of large effective bottom
Yukawa coupling [? ? ]. In general the presence of flavor
diagonal phases could contribute to the neutron electric
dipole moment [? ]. However, this effect arises from a
different class of operators and requires a separate inves-
tigation. Another interesting aspect of these flavor diag-
onal phases is that there are examples where these can
contribute to the generation of matter-antimatter asym-
metry, another issue which deserves further investigation.

(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, as
shown in Fig. ??, most of the allowed parameter space
prefers hs > hd. This raises the following question: What
kind of new physics can generate a large breaking of the
approximate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by
CP violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even
this case can be accounted for within the general MFV
(GMFV) framework [? ]. Consider models where oper-
ators of O4-type are the dominant one, which may be
possible due to the fact that their contributions are RGE
enhanced. An example of such an operator is
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Here Au,d ≡ Yu,dY
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u,d and n, m, l, p are integer powers and

c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on the non-
linear MFV regime, where resummation over the third
generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up and
down Yukawas), because of the presence of large loga-
rithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the
contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa couplings
are equally important. The above set of of operator can
carry a new CPV phase and may contribute dominantly
to b→ s transition and not to b→ d transition, because
of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find that the
data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms/mb TeV = 2.9 yb TeV . (11)

Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phase, where large chi-
rality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such models
have not been studied in great detail, but possible inter-
esting examples are supersymmetric extension of the SM

1 We adopt here for simplicity a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [? ? ]
for a more rigorous treatment.

at large tan β [? ] or warped extra dimension models
with MFV structure in the bulk [? ]. We finally note
that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the Bd

system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be ac-
cessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. However, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality
violating sources in addition to the CP violating phases,
which are generically strongly constrained by observables
such as the neutron electric dipole moments and b→ sγ.
The O1 operator, however, does not directly contribute
to left-right transitions. If the new physics is invariant
under SU(2) weak interaction, it may induce top flavor
violation which may be observed at the LHC both in
∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [? ? ], and it is also
constrained by CP violation in D − D̄ mixing [? ].
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(iii) While case (ii) is not excluded by the data, Fig. 1
shows that most of the allowed parameter space prefers
hs > hd. This raises the following question: What kind of
new physics can generate a large breaking of the approx-
imate SU(2)q symmetry without being excluded by CP
violation in the K or D systems? Remarkably, even this
case can be accounted for by the general MFV (GMFV)
framework [21]. Consider models where operators of O4-
type (as defined in [22]) are the dominant ones, which
may be possible due to the fact that their contributions
are RGE enhanced. An example of such an operator
is (similar operators of O5-type are typically suppressed
compared to the O4-type ones)

O
NL
4 =

c

Λ2
MFV;4

�
Q̄3(Am

d A
n
uYd)3idi

��
d̄3(Y †

d A
l,†
d A

p,†
u )3iQi

�
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(10)
Here Au,d ≡ Yu,dY

†
u,d and n, m, l, p are integer powers

and c is an order one complex number.1 We focus on
the nonlinear MFV regime, where resummation over the
third generation eigenvalues is required (both for the up
and down Yukawas), because of the presence of large log-
arithms or large anomalous dimensions. Consequently,
the contributions of higher powers of the Yukawa cou-
plings are equally important. The above set of operators
can carry a new CPV phase and may contribute domi-
nantly to b → s transition and not to b → d transition,
because of the chiral suppression induced by Yd. We find
that the data requires

ΛMFV;4
>∼ 13.2 yb

�
ms

mb

0.5
hs

TeV = 2.9 yb

�
0.5
hs

TeV .

(11)
Thus, remarkably, hs � hd can arise in MFV models
with flavor diagonal CP violating phases, where large
chirality flipping sources exist at the TeV scale. Such
models have not been studied in great detail, but possi-
ble interesting examples are supersymmetric extensions
of the SM at large tan β [25] or warped extra dimension
models with MFV structure in the bulk [26]. We finally
note that the operator ONL

4 predicts contributions to the
Bd system suppressed by md/ms ∼ 5%, which may be
accessible in the near future and provide a direct test for
the above scenario.

(iv) The fact that the data can be accounted for within
the MFV framework makes it clear that it can be accom-
modated in models with even more general flavor struc-
ture. Several conditions need to be met, though. For in-
stance, the operators O2,3,4 require large chirality violat-
ing sources in addition to the CP violating phases, which
are generically strongly constrained by neutron electric

1 For simplicity we adopt here a linear formulation where the re-
summation over the third generation is not manifest; see [21, 23]
for a more rigorous treatment.

dipole moment and b→ sγ. Contributions to the O1 op-
erator from SU(2)W invariant new physics, on the other
hand, are constrained by CP violation in D− D̄ mixing.
They may also induce top flavor violation observable at
the LHC both in ∆t = 1 and ∆t = 2 processes [27, 28].
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Fields (quarks) => bulk

t,b,W
Z,H,Z’

u,c
d,s,e

flavor 
hierarchies
addressed

Grossman & Neubert, NPB (00);

new physics flavor 
violation suppressed

Gherghetta & Pomarol, NPB (00); Huber & Shafi, PLB (01);
Agashe, GP & Soni, PRL; PRD (04). 
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The RS “little” CP problem

♦ 

UTFit; Davidson, Isidori & Uhlig (07); Blanke 
et al.; Casagrande et al.; Csaki, Falkowski & 
Weiler; Agashe, Azatov & Zhu (08) 

♦ Contributions to EDM’s are O(20) larger than bounds.  
Agashe, GP & Soni (04)

Combination of �K & ��/�K ⇒ MKK = O(10 TeV)
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The RS “little” CP problem

♦ 

UTFit; Davidson, Isidori & Uhlig (07); Blanke 
et al.; Casagrande et al.; Csaki, Falkowski & 
Weiler; Agashe, Azatov & Zhu (08) 

♦ Contributions to EDM’s are O(20) larger than bounds.  
Agashe, GP & Soni (04)

Combination of �K & ��/�K ⇒ MKK = O(10 TeV)

Severe tuning problem or fine tuning problem 
& null LHC pheno’. 
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(missib + µ + ν̄µ

Ultra natural warped model from flavor triviality 
or

Sweet spot RS
C. Delaunay, O. Gedalia, S.J. Lee & GP (10)
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5D MFV & Shining

What if we give up on solving the flavor puzzle? 
Rattazzi & Zaffaroni (00), Cacciapaglia, Csaki, Galloway, Marandella, Terning & Weiler (07) 

♦ Rattazzi-Zaffaroni’s (RZ) model: excellent & elegant protection 

but no solution for the little hierarchy problem?
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5D MFV & Shining

What if we give up on solving the flavor puzzle? 
Rattazzi & Zaffaroni (00), Cacciapaglia, Csaki, Galloway, Marandella, Terning & Weiler (07) 

♦ Rattazzi-Zaffaroni’s (RZ) model: excellent & elegant protection 

but no solution for the little hierarchy problem?

Fitzpatrick, GP & Randall (07) 
Csaki, et al. (09)

♦      => 5D Yukawa the only source of flavor breaking.Yu,d

Solution: Hierarchic 5D MFV (bulk RZ)

♦ Also, bulk masses are functions of same spurions:

Cu,d = Y †
u,dYu,d + . . . , CQ = rYuY †

u + YdY
†
d + . . . ,
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Ultra naturalness is observed

Result of global fit to EWPT; 
Delaunay, Gedalia, Lee & GP (10)
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where we used the fact that KK-fermion coupling to a bulk Higgs is O(1) for ! = 0 [17]. Thus,

SNDA
2!loop is suppressed by about Y 2

t /16"2 log NKK ! 25% compared to the one-loop correction.

Higher loops will be even more suppressed since, according to NDA, the expansion parameter

is Y 2
t !5/16"2, which is smaller than one for a perturbative Yukawa. The S parameter is

therefore under control in our setup.

C. EWPT Global Fit Results

We summarize in Fig. 5 our results. On the left panel we present contours of the lower

bound on mKK in the (cQ3
, ct) plane, which illustrates the existence of a sweet spot at about

cQ3
= 0.1 and ct = 0.48 (requiring Yt ! 6). This allows a KK scale as low as 1.6 TeV at

95% CL. Then, on the right panel we report contours of the #2/d.o.f at this point and show

that such a low scale is achieved for relatively flat light fermions, ci " 0.49, as expected

from cancellation of the S parameter. Moreover, we show in Fig. 6, as a function of the light
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cQ3 ! 0.37, ct ! 0.4, cb ! 0.6
cQ3 ! 0.37, ct ! 0.38, cb ! 0.
cQ3 ! 0.37, ct ! 0.4, cb ! ci

cQ3 ! 0.1, ct ! 0.48, cb ! ci

FIG. 5: Left: 95% CL lower bound on the KK-scale in the (cQ3
, ct) plane from EW global fit.

Contours of mKK are for {1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2, 2.2}TeV from dark to lighter blue. Contours of Yt = 7, 3

are shown in red solid and red dashed respectively. Right: Lower bound on the KK scale at the

sweet spot cQ3
" 0.1, ct " 0.48 as a function of ci. On the same plot the 95% CL bound on

mKK for 3 other cases: cQ3
= 0.37, ct = 0.4, cb = ci (solid) cQ3

= 0.37, ct = 0.38, cb = 0 (dotted)

and cQ3
= 0.37, ct = 0.4, cb = cs = cd = 0.6 (dashed). For the latter, the lower bound is around

1.9 TeV. We used a running top mass of mt(µ =TeV) = 150.7 [53].

MKK � 2 TeV
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Ultra naturalness is observed

Result of global fit to EWPT; 
Delaunay, Gedalia, Lee & GP (10)

♦ New type of LHC pheno’, flavor gauge bosons. 
Csaki, Lee, GP, Weiler, in progress. 
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where we used the fact that KK-fermion coupling to a bulk Higgs is O(1) for ! = 0 [17]. Thus,
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Higher loops will be even more suppressed since, according to NDA, the expansion parameter

is Y 2
t !5/16"2, which is smaller than one for a perturbative Yukawa. The S parameter is
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= 0.37, ct = 0.38, cb = 0 (dotted)

and cQ3
= 0.37, ct = 0.4, cb = cs = cd = 0.6 (dashed). For the latter, the lower bound is around

1.9 TeV. We used a running top mass of mt(µ =TeV) = 150.7 [53].
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What are model’s flavor predictions?

♦ Since the bulk masses are in the exponent => GMFV. 

♦ No large effect in the first two generations => solves the RS 

kaon CP problem. 
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and then plugged in cQ1 = 0.49 from Eq. (6) and used

f 2
xrg

00(cx) !
1 " 2 cx

1.5 " cx
, (17)

which is a good approximation for 0 < cx < 0.47 . Note that for cQ3 = 0.35 we have

mKK ! 1.5 TeV, consistent with EWPT3. In a case where cQ1 is elementary, the right hand

side of Eq. (15) becomes 2.4
1!2 cQ3

1! 2

3
cQ3

. Similarly, the bound from Q4 is
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which is much weaker than Eq. (15) because of the md/mb suppression. This result changes

to 0.49

#

1!2 cQ3

1! 2

3
cQ3

· 1!2 cD3

1! 2

3
cD3

, in case cQ1 and cD1 are elementary. It is instructive to see the

relation between the contributions of Q4 and Q1 to Bd mixing:
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The same exercise can be carried out for Bs mixing, where now we allow the RS contri-

bution to be 30% of the SM one (that is, h1,4
s = 0.3), without new phases [34]. The bounds

from Q1 and Q4 are
! mKK
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(20)

respectively. For cQ3 = 0.35 the first bound reads mKK ! 2 TeV. The Q4 bound is much

stronger than for Bd, but still weaker than the one from Q1. Note that the Q1 contribution

is universal, i.e. the same for Bd and Bs , and that the bound in the first line of Eq. (20) is

stronger than Eq. (15) only because we required hd = 0.5 and hs = 0.3. Eq. (19) changes

for Bs to
C4
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'

'

'

'
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2TeV

! 39
ms

mb
·
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!f 2
D32

%
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!f 2
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To summarize this example, characterized by Eq. (6), the overall bound that we find is

mKK ! 2 TeV , (22)

coming from the Q1 contribution to Bs and from EWPTs.

3 Note that this is weaker than in [75], which was ultra-conservative.

Bd system:

♦  Bs system:
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respectively. For cQ3 = 0.35 the first bound reads mKK ! 2 TeV. The Q4 bound is much

stronger than for Bd, but still weaker than the one from Q1. Note that the Q1 contribution

is universal, i.e. the same for Bd and Bs , and that the bound in the first line of Eq. (20) is

stronger than Eq. (15) only because we required hd = 0.5 and hs = 0.3. Eq. (19) changes

for Bs to
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To summarize this example, characterized by Eq. (6), the overall bound that we find is

mKK ! 2 TeV , (22)

coming from the Q1 contribution to Bs and from EWPTs.

3 Note that this is weaker than in [75], which was ultra-conservative.

C. Delaunay, O. Gedalia, S.J. Lee & GP (10)
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What are model’s flavor predictions?

♦ Since the bulk masses are in the exponent => GMFV. 

♦ No large effect in the first two generations => solves the RS 

kaon CP problem. 

O1 &O4 decouple.
Interpolate:
(i) no NP
(ii) Universal one
(iii) Bs dominated!

♦  
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respectively. For cQ3 = 0.35 the first bound reads mKK ! 2 TeV. The Q4 bound is much

stronger than for Bd, but still weaker than the one from Q1. Note that the Q1 contribution
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To summarize this example, characterized by Eq. (6), the overall bound that we find is

mKK ! 2 TeV , (22)

coming from the Q1 contribution to Bs and from EWPTs.

3 Note that this is weaker than in [75], which was ultra-conservative.

Bd system:

♦  Bs system:
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and then plugged in cQ1 = 0.49 from Eq. (6) and used

f 2
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, (17)

which is a good approximation for 0 < cx < 0.47 . Note that for cQ3 = 0.35 we have

mKK ! 1.5 TeV, consistent with EWPT3. In a case where cQ1 is elementary, the right hand

side of Eq. (15) becomes 2.4
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. Similarly, the bound from Q4 is
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which is much weaker than Eq. (15) because of the md/mb suppression. This result changes

to 0.49
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, in case cQ1 and cD1 are elementary. It is instructive to see the

relation between the contributions of Q4 and Q1 to Bd mixing:
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The same exercise can be carried out for Bs mixing, where now we allow the RS contri-

bution to be 30% of the SM one (that is, h1,4
s = 0.3), without new phases [34]. The bounds

from Q1 and Q4 are
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respectively. For cQ3 = 0.35 the first bound reads mKK ! 2 TeV. The Q4 bound is much

stronger than for Bd, but still weaker than the one from Q1. Note that the Q1 contribution

is universal, i.e. the same for Bd and Bs , and that the bound in the first line of Eq. (20) is

stronger than Eq. (15) only because we required hd = 0.5 and hs = 0.3. Eq. (19) changes

for Bs to
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To summarize this example, characterized by Eq. (6), the overall bound that we find is

mKK ! 2 TeV , (22)

coming from the Q1 contribution to Bs and from EWPTs.

3 Note that this is weaker than in [75], which was ultra-conservative.
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Summary

♦ Assuming no direct CPV, data robustly tests SM prediction, 

almost no assumptions on long dist’ QCD are made (exp’ test).

♦ Data is consistent with NP interpretation favors large Bs 

contributions but not robustly. 

♦ Can be accounted for by MFV. 

♦ Ultra natural warped models => GMFV => can explain the data

via KK gluon exchange, via LLRR operators.

♦ Low KK scale => soon tested @ LHC+flavor gauge bosons.
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